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A Study of the Reactions K p -+ pK 1t K P -+ pK 1t 1t , and 

K -P -+ nR° / 1t'" from 2.1 to 2.7 GeV / c • 

Jerome H. Friedman 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

University of California 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

The reactions K-p-'Pi(°1t-, K-P~PK°Jt°1t-, and K-P-i>nK°Jt+Jt- are 

studied in detail in the LRL 72-in. hydrogen bubble chamber in the center 

of mass energy range 2.27 to 2.51 GeV. Total cross sections for these 

reactions as a function of center of mass energy are presented. Copious 

resonance production is observed in all of these final states. This 

resonance production is studied with the aid of a maximum likelihood 

technique and the relative rates of the well known resonances are 

presented as a function of center of mass energy. The differential cross 

section and decay correlation parameters are measured as a function of 

production angle:andocen:teroof:mas~en~rgy of or the reaction K~p ~ 

Kt/;(892 ) p using the likelihood method. The differential cross section 

° and parameters of the joint decay angular distributions for the double 

resonance production reaction K-p ..... K!;2 (892) Ni;2 (1238) are also 

. measured as a function of production angle and center of mass energy. The 

.:esults of the analyses on the reactions K-p-c> Kij;(892) P and K-p-+ 

KIJ2(892 ) Ntj2(1238) are compared to the predictions of the absorptive 

peripheral model, The Regge pole model, and the quark model. Finally, 

the KJtJt mass spectra are studied and the structure therein discussed. 
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I. Introduction 

It is the purpose of this report to study the reactions 

- -0 - - -0 0 -0 + -K P ~ P K n, K p ~ P K n n, and K p ~ n K n n in the center 

of mass energy range 2.27 to 2.51 GeV. Besides the possibility of dis-

covering new phenomena, these reactions are interesting because of the 

copious production of well known resonant intermediate states leading 

to these final states. A study of the production and decay properties 

of these resonant states gives considerable information about the pro-

duction mechanisms. There have been several theories for these production 

mechanisms prqposed in recent month~, (1-7) and this experiment can test 

the predictions of these theories as well as provide data for the testing 

of future thebries. 

The interactions were photographed in the L.R.L. 72-inch 

liquid hydrogen bubble chamber. K- mesons from a separated beam at 

the Bevatron were introduced into the chamber with nominal laboratory 

momenta of 2.1, 2.45, 2.58, 2.61 and 2.7 GeV/c, for a period of about 

two years and approximately 1.7 x 106 photographs were recorded. 

The discussion of this experiment falls into two parts. First 

is a discussion of the general procedures that have been developed for 

producing, 'observing, and recording interactions in the hydrogen bubble 

chamber and then reducing the data to a form convenient for calculations. (8) 
" 

This includes a description of the beam used to obtain the K- mesons of 

the desired momenta and direct them into the bubble chamber. Also there 

is a description of the procedures for scanning the film, measuring and 

cataloging the events, spatial reconstruction of the bubble tracks, 

fitting the events to reaction hypotheses, and the separation of these 

1 



hypotheses to obtain the events representing examples of the reactions 

studied here. 

The second part will deal with the analysis of these reactions 

and a detailed study of their properties. This will include, first of 

all, a discussion of the possible biases to the data introduced by the 

data reduction system, detection of these biases and the procedures 

introduced to account for those detected. Next the total cross sections 

for these reactions as a function of center of mass energy are presented 

along wit~ a discussion of the procedures used to calculate them. 

A maximum likelihood procedure is described which allows the 

measurement of the relative rates of the production of several inter'" 

mediate resonant states leading to the same final state. This method is 

then generalized to allow measurement of the parameters of the decay 

angula~ distributions of these resonances as well as their relative rates. 

- -0 This procedure is first applied to the reaction K p ~ P K n • 

. * The production of non-negligible amounts of Y l 
* ( 1660 ), Y '1 (1765), 

* * * * N 3/2 (1238), N 1/2 (1520 ), N (1688) and K 1/2 (892) are observed at 

* all beam momenta, and production of K 1/2(1400) is also observed at the 

higher beam momenta. The total cross sections for the production of these 

resonances are presented as a function of center of mass energy. The 

* most copiously produced resonance, K 1/2 (892) is studied in more detail. 

Its differential cross section and the parameters of its decay angular 

distribution are measured as a function of production angle and center 

of mass energy. 

Next the likelihood procedure is applied to the reaction 

- -0 0 
K P ~ P K n n, where production of the well known resonances: 

2 
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* * * N 3/2 (1238), K 1/2 (892) and K 1/2 (1400) is observed. In addition 

* * associated production of K 1/2 (892) N 3/2 (1238) is observed. Also 

-0 0 -there is an enhancement in the K 1( 1( mass spectrum at a mass of 

1280 MeV with a full width at one half maximum of 50 MeV. The total 

cross sections for the production of these resonant states as a function 

of center of mass energy are presented. The associated production of 

* -lE. 
K (892), N (1238) is analyzed further. Its differential cross 

section and parameters of the joint decay angular distribution are 

measured as a function of production angle and center of mass energy. 

-Ko .".+ The last reaction to be studied is K p ~ n Jl 1( where 

* * * y 0 (1520), N 3/2 (1238) and K 1/2 (892) are produced. Associated 

* * production of K 1/2 (892), N 3/2 (1238) is also observed but in in-

sufficient quantity to allow a detailed analysis. The total cross sections 

for the production of these resonances as a function of center of mass 

energy is presented. 

The K 1( :rr mass spectra in the four particle final states are 

. -0 0.-
studied, and the nature of the observed enhancements In K :rr :rr 

investigated. 

Finally, theoretical models for the reactions K 
*

p~K 
1/2 (892) P 

* * and K p ~ K 1/2 (892) N 3/2 (1238) are considered. The experimental 

measurements of the first reaction are compared to the predictions of 

the absorbative peripheral model with pseudoscalar and vector meson 

exchange, (45) and to a Regge pole model. (47) ~'he results of the experi-

mental analysis on the second reaction are(compared to the predictions 

of the absorbative peripheral model with pseudoscalar meson exchange(61) 

o.nd to a quarl~ model. (51) 



II The Beam 

The beam used in this experiment has been described in detail 

elsewhere (9-13) and only its general features and those details· pertinent 

to this analysis will be presented here. 

The beam was derived from an internal copper target in the 

west quadrant of the,Bevatron. The beam transport system involved two 

stages of separation employing bending magnets to split the beam into 

momentum components, glass cathode spectrometers to separate it into its 

velocity components and quadrupole magnets to focus the desired compon-

ents through welld.efined slits and the undesired components away from 

these slits. In most of its features this beam differed little from 

those used in earlier K exposures except that tolerances were more 

critical since at the higher beam momenta it was running close to the 

upper limit of K-'s produced at the target. 

An unusual feature of this beam was the use of tilted mass 

slits to account for chromatic aberration. Due to lowK- flux produced 

at the target at the higher momentum settings a large momentum bite was 

necessary to provide sufficient flux at the bubble chamber. This in-

troduces severe chromatic aberration which is accounted for by separating 

the momentum components with a bendi~g magnet and tilting the mass slits 

toward the horizontal beam line. 

At the highest momentum settings, the beam produced typically 

6 to 7 K mesons per Bevatron pulse with 1.5 x 10
12 

protons, incident on 

the target and a momentum bite of two percent (~ pi p = .02). Both 

flux and purity improved at the lower momentum settings. 

4 



III Data Reduction 

The bubble chamber photographs were scanned on the Alvarez 

Group sp-4 scanning projectors. At these energies many different final 

states are possible and the first classification of events is made as 

to the topology of the visible bubble tracks. The reactions studied 

here come from the two pronged plus vee topology sketched in figure 1. 

The scanners also recorded the position of each event found in the chamber 

d th . d· t· . ft· (14) an 0 er In lca lve ln orma lon. 

After the K-p interactions are located on the film by the 

scanning process, the bubble tracks are measured in at least two views 

on digitized projection microscopes. Alvarez Group MP-2c and MP-2d 

"Frankensteins" and SMP projectors(15) were used for this experiment. 

The measured points as well as other indicative information were re-

corded on magnetic or punched paper tape. 

This information is then processed by several computer codes~ 

First a code called PANAL(16) checks the measurement information for 

'obvious inconsistencies and reformats the data for the next computer 

, (17 20) 
code called PACKAGE. This program is divided into two parts 

which perform different functions. The first part, called PANG, has 

coded into it a detailed knowledge of the optical system and magnetic 

field in the bubble chamber, and makes a reconstruction of each bubble 

track in space, and calculates the position, momenta and orientation 

of each track along with errors. This information is then treated by 

the second part of the PACKAGE code, called KICK. This routine tries 

to fit the event to all possible reactions consistent with its topology. 

In the case of the two pronged plus vee topology a hypothesis is made 
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for the particle whose decay gave rise to the vee. The alternatives 

-0 + - -(21) are either K ~ n n orA ~ p n.For each, a mass is assigned 

accordingly to each track, its energy computed from this mass and the 

measured momenta, and the constraints of energy and momentum conserva-

tion applied. A least squares fit is performed in which the measurable 

quantities are varied so as to be as close as possible to their measured 

values and satisfy the constraints of energy and momentum conservation. 

Since the r (or A) is a neutral particle it leaves no track in the 

bubble chamber so that its momentum from curvature is not known. How-

ever its direction is known from the relative positions of the two 

vertices of the event. Thus one of the constraint equations must be 

used to calculate this missing information, and there are three constraints 

left to be satisfied. 

Using the fit from the vee, various hypotheses made as to the 

production vertex. If there are no missing neutrals at the production 

vertex the fit has four constraints. If there is one missing neutral 

particle there is one constraint left and a fit is still possible. If 

more than one neutral particle is produced no fit is possible and only 

the missing momentum and energy can be calculated. 

The reactions studied in this report are: 

K 
- -0 -
p~pKn 4 constraint fit at primary vertex 

K - -0 -
p~pKnn 

0 
1 constraint fit at primary vertex 

- -0 + -K p~Kn:n:n 1 constraint fit at primary vertex. 

The output from the PACKAGE program is run through two more 

computer co~es WRING(22) and AFREET(23) which reformat the PACKAGE out-

(24) Using the information put. Finally the data is treated by DST-EXAM. 

6 



from PACKAGE, this routine selects the "best" hypothesis for the event, 

determines whether this hypothesis is ambiguous with others, and outputs 

the various physical quantities for the "best" hypothesis as well as 

relevant bookkeeping information. Thus the output from DST-EXAM con-

stitutes the "reduced" data which is used for all further analysis. 

Decision making is performed by DST-EXAM as follows. For 

each hypothesis for each vertex, PACKAGE returns the chi square for the 

attempted least squares fit. Decisions in DST-EXAM are based on the 

confidence level, which is the probability of obtaining a chi square greater 

than or equal to the one observed, provided the hypothesis is correct. 

The confidence level has the property that its distribution is flat if 

the chi square distribution is correct. (25) Since confidence level 

takes into account the number of constraints, hypotheses with different 

numbers of constraints can be compared directly. The observed chi square 

distributions are not correct, however, since PACKAGE underestimates 

the errors in the measurables. In order to mak.e the confidence level 

distributions as flat as possible, the chi square for each hypothesis is 

multiplied by an empirical factor which depends upon the number of con

straints. (26) . 

DST-EXAM forms a chi square and number 'of constraints for each 

. hypothesis for the entire event in the following manner: 

tV 

L x-1 F(mA ) 
A-:;l 

) /YLH 
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where xZ"R is the chi square for the event, N is the number of vertices 

(equal to two for the two pronged plus vee topology), ;.~" is the chi 
1. 

square for each vertex, F is the empirical factor for each vertex, and 

~ is the number of constraints for the· entire event. The confidence 

level for I'R and n
R 

is calculated for each hypothesis. 

Chi squares for missing mass hypotheses are also calculated 

in DST-EXAM on the basis of a minimum missing energy. (27) A probability 

for a missing mass 

P (MM) = 

where P(MM) is the 

vertex is computed as: 
"'f 

.f P (E, Emin)!f ( 1-Pf ) 
. ..(,.~~ 

probability for the missing mass hypothesis, f is an 

. overall empirical factor (0.2 for this experiment), E is the missing enepgy 

for the event, E" is the minimum missing energy for the missing mass '. m1.n . 

hypothesis, Nf is the number of successful non-missing mass fits, and Pf 

is the probability for each such successful fit. P (E, E . ) is defined m1.n 

as follows: 

P (E, E " ) m1.n 

E>E" + C1:E m1.n 

_ ( _E_-_E_m...,1.=" n~-_(J_E __ ')d.... 
e (jE 

8 

for E< E " +Cl"E m1.n 

where~E is the error on the missing energy. P (MM) is converted to 

a chi square' by assuming it has one constraint. 

An event was considered acceptable if there was at least one 

hypothesis for it with a confidence level greater than one half of one 

percent (.005). An event was . considered ambiguous if more than one 
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hypothesis had such a confidence level and the largest confidence level 

was less than three times as large as the next highest. The "best" 

hypothesis is defined as the one with the highest confidence level for 

the event. 

, , 
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IV Biases 

A) The Beam 

Contamination of n mesons in the beam can cause biases to 

the data from their interactions in the bubble chamber. From counting 

three pronged decays of K and beam tracks, the contamination of non 

K- to the beam was estimated to be around 20 % at 2.70 GeV/c and 

about 10 % at the lower momenta. 

A more accurate determination of n contamination was obtained 

by fitting the zero pronged two vee events to the associated production 

- 0 hypothesis n p ~ K A. This is a four constraint fit. From the number 

of fits obtained and the cross section for associated production at these 

energies the path length ofn in the film can be determined for each 

momentum. Table 1 gives the results of this analysis. (28) The n 

contamination is seen to increase with increasing beam momentum becoming 

most serious at 2.7 GeV/c. 

With the exception of 2.7 GeV/c the contamination to the two 

pronged plus vee topology from n interactions is seen (from Table 1) ·to 

be negligible~ At 2.7 GeV/c this contamination is marginal but not 

serious. Thus, this bias has been neglected in the rest of this 

. analysis. 

B) Scanning 

Scanners can introduce biases by not finding events that are 

on the film or by misclass.ifying those that they do find. This can bias 

total cross sections as well as angular correlations since events of 

certain configurations are harder to find or more easily misclassified. 

To minimize these effects the film is scanned twice at separate times by 

10 
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separate scanners. The results of these scans are compared and those 

conflicts that are found to exist are resolved. One can estimate the 

bias to the total cross section measurement by co~paring the two scans 

and determining the efficiency for finding events on the film. 

Scanners are more inclined to miss events with the following 

configurations: the production plane of the primary vertex is near the 

vertica.f, or the decay plane of the vee is near vertici:l./. These biases 

can be detected by histogramming the angle of the production or decay 

plane with respect to the vertico,l direction. Figure 2 shows these 

histograms. As can be seen this bias is small in this experiment and 

may be neglected. 

Two more configurations are more easily missed or misclassified 

by scanners. 
-0 

These are 1) the K decays very close to the primary vertex 

-0 and may be confused with the primary vertex itself or 2) the K decays 

far from the primary vertex and might be missed altogether. Those 

events in the first category will be misc1assified as four pronged 

events and those of the second as two pronged events. 

The first possibility is most easily. detected by histogram-

-0 
ming the leqgth of the K. If there is no bias of th~s type, this plot 

should be consistent with the well known exponential decay law. If 

there is a bias then the plot will deviate from this exponential at 

short~r length. Figure 3 shows this plot for shorter length EO events 

in this experiment. As can be seen the histogram deviates drastically 

-0 
from an exponential for very short K lengths. Thus this bias is seen 

to be serious for this data. 
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-0 The bias against very long lenth K can be detected by 

measuring the mean life of the'K° as a function of an imposed long 

length cutoff. If this bias is present, the measured mean life will 

decrease as the long length cutoff is increased. Figure 4 shows the 

results of these measurements. The line band indicates the world 

averaged value for the 'K0 lifetime and its error. (29) As can be seen 

o there seems to be no measurable decrease in the measured K 1 mean life 

as the long length cutoff.is increased. Of course, those events where 

-0 
the K leaves the chamber are misclassified, but it is possible to cor-

rect for this, as is described below. 

The effects of the last two biases can be reduced by intro-

ducing a fiducial volume in the chamber for the decay vertex. All 

events whose decay vertex lies outside this fiducial volume will be 

rejected, and all those inside will be weighted with the inverse probability 

that they would have decayed inside the fiducial volume. The fiducial 

volume is chosen so as to exclude events with configurations that are 

badly biased. The fiducial volume excludes fixed regions near the 

. periphery of the chamber, and surrounding the primary vertex of each 

event a cylindrical region of radius .£ capped top and bottom. by sections 

of a sphere of radius twice.£. Figure 5 shows a sketch of the excluded 

region surrounding each primary vertex. 

The probability for the 'K? to decay inside the allowed fiducial 

Jl 1. 
volume is given by p = e-.,c.t _ e-~c1-

. ) 



where £ is the distance from the primary vertex to the inside fiducial 

-0 
volume boundary along the direction of the K , L is the distance to the 

outside fiduciaJ.~olume boundary, ~ is the momentum of the KO divided by 

its mass, c is the speed of light and 'Y is the mean life of the KO 
l' 

The weight of an event is then W = lip and the corrected number of events 
M 

in a sample is N =EW~ where M is the number of events in the 
.c:.= 1 

sample and Wi is the weight for the ith event in the sample. 

The fixed outside region was determined from an a priori con-

sideration of those parts of the chamber that are hard to see, hard to 

measure or where turbulence is a problem. The short length cutoff, or 

inner fiducial volume boundary"parameter 11£ II can be dete:r'mined by plotting 

the total corrected number of events as a function of 11£11. Starting with 

a small cutoff length, as it is increased the sum 'of weights for the 

events should increase until a length is reached where the bias is no 

longer present. Increasing it further should cause the sum of the event 

weights to remain approximately constant. The nominal cutoff length £, 

is that length where the sum of the weights stops increasing. 

Figure 6 shows these plots separately for each beam momentum 

exposure and separately for the three and four particle final states. 

These plots exhibit the expected behavior described above. The arrows 

show the value chosen for the given sample plotted. Table 2 gives the 

value of the nominal short length cutoff £ chosen for each sample as 

well as 'the correction it gives to the total number of events in the 

sample. 

13 



c) Measurement and Spatial Reconstruction 

Biases can come from measurement since events with particular 

spatial configurations are harder to measure than others and have less 

chance of a successful spatial reconstruction. Vertices near the edge 

of the chamber or with short o~ steeply dipping tracks are examples. To 

help reduce this bias a fiducial volume for the primary vertex was im

posed to exclude fixed regions near the edge of the chamber and where 

events are difficult to measure. 

An event which fails to be successfully spatially reconstructed 

by PANG 'is remeasured and processed a second time. If the event fails a 

second time it is remeasured agairi and reprocessed a third time and so 

on. This procedure keeps the number of these small. The bias to total 

cross sections can be accounted for since these events are identified 

and not lost. The bias to angular distributions is small since most of 

these errors are due to operator mistakes, and is neglected here. 



D) Kinematic Fitting and Ambiguities 

Two types of biases are introduced to the data by the kinematic 

fitting stage of data reduction. 

First events may fail to fit any reaction hypothesis. This is 

usually due to poor measurement and subsequent spatial reconstruction. 

These events are treated in the same manner as events which fail spatial 

reconstruction. They are remeasured and processed a second time and so 

on. These events are accounted for in the same manner as those which 

fail spatial reconstruction. The bias to angular correlations here is 

also small and is neglected. 

The most serious bias introduced in kinematic fitting comes 

from everit,s that fit well a reaction hypothesis which is not the reaction 

which gave rise to the event. This bias can go both ways. Events may be 

lost due to their fitting another hypothesis better or events may be 

added to the sample because they fit its hypothesis better than the 

correct one. This bias effects both total cross sections and angular 

distributions since "faking ability" is strongly correlated to both the 

reaction hypothesis and the kinematic configuration of the event. 

Contamination (and/or loss) caR co:rp.e fro~ two sources:" 

lambda hypotheses and other 1(0 hYPbth~~~k. 1\ contamination can be most 

easily detected by plotting the decay angle of the 1(0 in its rest frame. 

If there are no biases from 1\ contamination this distribution should be 

consistent with isotropy. Figure 7 shows this distribution separately 

for the one and four constraint reactions. The four constraint events 

are seen to be consistent with an isotropic distribution but the one 

constraint events show a sharp peak in the extreme forward direction. 

15 



This excess of events in the forward direction is contaminated from A 

events. The four constraint events are seen to be free of this' con-

tamination. For the events which fit one constraint hypotheses best, 

the' A contamination as identified in the forward peak, amounts to ap-

proximately 7 % of the total sample. 

Removal of the A contamination can proceed in two ways. First, 

one can try to decide which are the A events by looking at the relative 

ionization of the positive track at the vee. It is possible to separate 

a proton from a 11+ by the ionization of its bubble track, if the particle 

has a momentum in the laboratory of less than one BeV/c. Approximately 

one-haif of the events in this sample have vees whose positive track is 

less than one BeV/c in the laboratory. 

Approximately one-half of the events ambiguous with A 
I 

hypotheses were inspected on the scan table. Approximately one-half of 

these could be resolved. Of those events that could be resolved by 

ionization at the scan table, all appeared to be A decays. 

Another procedure to try to remove A contamination is to 

alter the decision making in DST-EXAM to better separate between A and 

~ 8 ~ K hypotheses. Figure shows the K decay angle for various decision 

making criteria. As can be seen, almost all of the A contamination can 

be removed while discarding only a very few legitimate 'K0 events by 

givirig a A assignment to any event which has a confidence level for a 

A production hypothesis greater~ than .001, even though it has a higher 

! -0 
confidence level for a one constraint K production hypothesis. This 

was the criterion subsequently used. As Figure 8 shows, this lowers 

the A contamination to the one constraint KO events to less than one 
i 

16 
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percent. 

Contamination (and/or loss) also can come from other KO 

hypotheses. This type of bias is not so easily detected as that from 

the A contamination. The ambiguous events provide a clue to the effects 

these biases since we expect these events to have higher contamination 

from wrong hypotheses than the unambiguous ones. The four constraint 

events contain less than o~e percent ambiguities. These are all ambiguous 

- -0-
between the K p-.? P K rr hypothesis and either a one constraint or 

missing mass hypothesis. Since it is harder to fit four constraint 

hypotheses than either one constraint or missing mass hypothesis, these 

events are assumed to belong to the four constraint sample. Since there 

are <1 % ambiguities, the possible biases introduced by contamination 

to the four constraint events is negligible. 

Separation of hypotheses is more difficult in the case of the 

one cons:traint reactions. Table 3 shows a histogram of the ambiguous 

reaction hypotheses for both one constraint reactions considered in this 

report. As can be seen, ambiguities with the four constraint hypothesis 

are small in both cases. The principle ambiguities are between the two 

one constraint hypotheses and the missing mass hypotheses corresponding 

to the other one constraint reactions. 

These ambiguities can be investigated by looking at the 

ionization of the positive track at the primary vertex. Almost all 

.events in these reactions have the momentum of this track less than one 

GeV/c in the laboratory~ Thus all of these ambiguities can be resolved 

at the scanning table, in principle. In practice this is a large job, 



since these few events are scattered throughout all of the rolls of film 

in the experiment. 

In order to estimate the actual contamination resulting from 

these ambiguities, all of these ambiguous events which existed three or 

more per roll were looked at on the scan table. This accounted for 

around one-half of these ambiguous events in the sample. This scan showed 

that 27 % 
- -0 - 0 of the ambiguous events which fit K P ~ P K n n were 

- -0+ - -0+ really examples of the reaction K p ~ n K n n or K p ~ K n n + 

missing mass. 33 % of the ambiguous events which fit best K p ~ 

+ missing mass. 

This amounts to 2.2 % of the total sample of K-p ~ p "K0 nO n- and 3.7 '0/ 0 

~K- p ~ n KO n+ n. This then is an estimate of the actual contamination 

to these samples from the wrong reaction. 

The next step was to correct those events which had been 

identified from the ambiguity scan as having been assigned the wrong 

reaction hypothesis and adding them to the correct sample. This re-

duced the contamination to 1.1 0/0 and 1. 3 0/0 respectively for the re-

-0 0 - -0 + -actions K- p ~ P K n nand K p ~ n K n n. 

In order to see if this contamination could produce any sharp 

effects to the data, the events which were seen to have been assigned the 

wrong reaction hypothesis as a result of the special ambiguity scan were 

studied in detail. The results of this study showed that there was no 

serious bunching of these events in any kinematic measurable and that 

-the above contaminations could produce no measurable effects to the data. 

As a final check on t~e data Figure 9 shows missing mass plots 
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for the one constraint and missing mass events. As cart be seen the 

possible loss to (or contamination from) missing mass hypotheses is 

small. 
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V Total Cross Sections 

One of the most fundamental measurements concerning a re-

action is its rate or frequency of occurrence. This may be parameterized 

by the mean free path for the reaction, which is the average distance 

a beam particle travels in the target material before suffering the 

particular type of reaction. This average distance may be evaluated by 

.A =..!::.. 
N 

where ~ is the mean free path, L is the total pathlength the beam 

particles travel in the target material and N is the total number of 

reactions of the specific type. Reaction rates are usually parameterized 

by the cross section for the reaction, which is related to the mean free 

path by 

A= 1 
m(J'" 

where n is the density of targets in the target material, and (j is the 

reaction cross section. Solving for the crmss section one obtains 

,.-. -N v -~. 
/YtL 

A) l'athlength 

In experiments where the beam consists of K mesons, the 

:pathlength of the K- in the hydrogen bubble chamber for each momentum 

can be inferred from the number of three pronged decays of the beam K-

observed in the chamber. An event with a three pronged topology in the 

hydrogen bubble chamber can only result from a beam K- decay. Thus the 

pathlength of K- in the beam can be determined in this manner even if 

the beam contains other particles. 

The pathlength of K- in a sample of hydrogen bubble chamber 
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photographs is given by 

L ::: N~ 
where L is the pathlength, N 'Y is the number of event's with three 

pronged topology in the sample, P
K

- is the momentum of the incident K

mesons through the chamber, (35) C is the velocity of light, ~< - is 

the mean life of the K- meson, ~_ is the rest mass of the K- meson, 

and B l' is the branching ratio for the three pronged decay of the K-

meson. 

The problem of evaluating the pathlength thus reduces to count-

ing the number of three pronged events in each exposure and determining 

the efficiency for finding events with this topology. 

The efficiency for finding three pronged events was determined 

by res canning samples of film distributed throughout the experiment. This 

rescan was compared to the original scan and all conflicts were resolved 

at the scan table. An effiency factor for the original scan can then be 

determined as (7l) 

E =- 1 + ;VI -ti..M 
NT 

( .2.) 

where E is the efficiency factor, Nr is the number of events in the 

sample that the original scan called three pronged that were actually of 

another topology, NM is the number of three pronged events that were 

missed on the original scan or misclassified on the original scan as 

ano~her topology. NT is the total number of events in the sample found 

on the original scan. This efficiency factor depends very little on 

incident beam momentum and depends mostly on the individual who performed 
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the scan. Thus one average efficiency was calculated for all of the beam 
I , 

momentum exposures. The efficiency factor for three pronged events on 

the original scan was found to be .977 ± .016. The error results from 

the statistical uncertainty of the sample chosen to be conflicted against 

the original scan. 

The pathlength at each momentum is then determined using eqn. 

1. Table 4 gtves the number of three pronged events found on the original 
, 

scan, the estimate of the actual number of three pronged events, estimated 

by using the number found on the original sean and the efficiency factor, 

.. and the pathlength fo:r each momentum. Also table 4 gives the values and 

errors of the various quantities entering into eqn~ 1. The errors in the 

pathlength come from the statistical errors in the number of three pronged 

"events at each momentum, the statistical errors in the efficiency cal-

cUlation and the errors in the various quantities entering into eqn. 1. 

B. The Numera$~r. 

Counting the number of events of a given reaction is more 

difficult than counting the number of events of a given topology, since 

the complete data reduction system is needed, to separate the various 

reaction hypotheses, rather than just the scan information. As discussed 

in the previous chapter the biases that enter into the data reduction 

system are complex and harder to understand than just the scanning biases. 

Also there is a residue of events at each momentum for which no fitted 

information exists. These are events which for some reason have never 

been measured, or having been measured once, or several times, fail to 

be successfully spatially reconstructed by PANG or kinematically fitted 
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to a reaction hypothesis in KICK. Since these events constitute a 

se'lect sample, their composition among the various reaction hypotheses 

may not be the same as the sample of events for which fitted information 

exists. 

Since the reactions studied here all come from the two pronged 

plus vee topology, the number of events with this topology at each momentum 

was first determined using the scan information only. Then the kinematic 

fitted information was used to evaluate the fraction of each reaction 

composing this topology. 

The number of two pronged plus vee events was determined in 

the same manner as the three pronged events described above. An efficiency 

factor was evaluated by rescanning a portion of the film, comparing the 

results with the original scan and resolving all conflicts at the scan 

. table. The efficiency factor (as defined in eqn. 2) for the two pronged 

plus vee topology was found to be 1.0 ± .03. Here again the error re

sults from the statistical uncertainty of the sample chosen for the con

flict. 

The number of ~wo pronged plus vee events resulting from 

interactions of the n contamination in the beam, shown in table 1, was 

subtracted from the total estimated number of two pronged plus vee events 

at' each momentum. 

Table 5 gives the estimated number of two pronged plus vee 

events at each momentum and the number of these resulting from K- inter

actions obtained by subtracting the n induced events. The errors result 

from the error in the efficiency factor. 

Next the fitted information was used to estimate the fraction 
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-of two pronged plus vee events that constitute the reactions studied here. 

The number of events for which no fitted information exists differs for 

the various momenta. 2.45 GeV/c and 2.70 GeV/c are the most completed 

exposures in that they have the smallest fraction of non-fitted events 

and 2.1 GeV/c is the least complete. 2.58 and 2.61 GeV/c are slightly 

more complete than 2.1 GeV/c but much less than 2.45 or 2.70 GeV/c. This 

presents a problem since the passing rate of the various reaction hypoth-

eses, as a function of the number of times the failing events are re-

.. measured and reprocessed, is different. Thus the relative fractions of 

the various reactions in the fitted events changes as more of the diffi-

cult to process events finally pass and are added to the sample. 
I _ 

In order to estimate this effect, the relative fractions of 

'the various reaction hypotheses in the passing events were studied as a 

function of the number of measurement passes made on the failing events 

for the most completed momenta (2.45 and 2.70 GeV/c.). It was found that 

each KO hypothesis increased its fraction of the whole two pronged plus 

vee sample from the first to the third measurement pass by approximately 

7 0/0. Since this increase is so nearly the same for all three reactions 

at both momenta, the average of the six values was chosen to be used for 

extrapolating those momenta where less than three processing passes were 

made. This average value is .076 ± .013 where the error is taken to be 

the root mean square deviation of the six values. 

Finally these fractions must be corrected for the differences 

in short length and chamber escape corrections of the vee, for the differ-

ent reactions at the various momenta, as shown in table 2. 
I 
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Table 6 and figure 10 give the results for the total cross 

section for each of the three reactions K -0 - - -0 - 0 
p~pKrr, K p"-7pK rr rr, 

- -0 + 
and K p"-7 n K rr rr for each beam momentum. The errors result from 

combining in an uncorrelated way the statistical errors in the numbers 

of events used, the estimated errors in the various calculated efficiencies, 

and the pathlengtherror. 



VI The Maximum Likelihood Analysis 

A common property to the reactions studied here is the copious 

production of many different resonant processes all leading to the same 

fitlal state. An interesting problem is to determine the relative rates 

of production of these resonance processes. Also, it is interesting to 

be able to measure the rate for associated resonance production as 

separated from the corresponding single resonance production; for example 

* * * * K- P ~ K N as distinct from K- p ~ K N nand K- p ~ N K n. Also it 

would be helpful to be able to take into account the effects of the decay 

angular correlations due to the spin alignments of the resonances when 

mea.suring the rates, or conversely, take into account the effed.ts of com-

peting resonance production when measuring the decay correlation coeffi-

cients of the resonances. 

These problems are approached here through the method of maxi-

mum likelihood fitting. The method requires the construction of a model 

which predicts the total rate for the reaction. The model depends upon 

themeasurables of ' the events and parameters which do not depend ex-

plicitly on the event measurables.The problem is to find the values of 

these parameters that best describe the experiment. These values are 

. said to be the most probable values of the parameters as measured by the 

experiment.', Let F (Xl" .XN; 0(1. ) represent the frequency 

function for events of the experiment as predicted by the model. .. This 

frequency function depends upon the event measurables Xl • "X
W 

and the 

model parameters 0( ~ ... 0<,..,. . 

The first step is to convert this frequency function into a 

differential probability by normalizing it. 
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where the region of integration is the allowed values of the event 

me.asurables x ... X • 
1 n 

Using this probability density function, one cal-

culates the probability that the model would have predicted each event. 

The product of these probabilities gives the probability that the model 

, would have pred.icted the experiment. The Maximum Likelihood Theorem(30) 

states that those ya/lues of the parameters which maximize this probability 

are the most likely values of these parameters, that in the limit of a 

very large number of events, these most likely values approach the true 

values of the parameters, and furthermore there is no other method of 

·estimation that is more accurate. This is of course provided that the 

model is correct and p(Xl " •• Xn; 0(1. ... o(M ) is the true normalized 

distribution function for the events. 

The problem then is to maximize the function L(o(~' ··cI~) 

where 

LC 0(:1. ... ~ fVI) 

where N is. the total number of events in the experiment and X~ ••. X~ are 

'the particular values of Xl'" Xn for the i th event. Since the logarithm 

of a quantity varies montonically as the quantity, one can just as well 
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seek the maximum of the function 

. tJ • 

·AA/(cll.···o(M) = Joo,Lco<'l. .. ·o(/V1) :: ~i.b~p(}(: ... xi,,~o(1. ... o{"") 
d -<.=1 

the error matrix for the parameters o(']. ... o(/JI is given 

by the inverse of the second derivative matrix of w evaluated at the 

maximum(3l) 

C> " where 0(1. ... 0(,." are the values of the parameters at the maximum of 

. the likelihood function L (or w). 

The problem is then to construct a frequency function which 

gives the rate for the final state, parameterized in terms of the 

relative rates of the intermediate state resonance processes. This can 

be done as follows:: 

M 

+ (1- Lo(~.) 
~ (1) 

A.=1. 
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Here Xl ... Xn are the components of the four vectors for the 

final state particles, 0(1. ... 0( /VI are the relative rates of the 

resonance, processes and BW is a Brei t-Wigner function describing the 

resonance process. The normalization integrations are carried out over 

the allowed regions of phase space only. Thus the integral in the 

denomihator of the last term is just the total phase space for the 

reaction and those of the other terms are total phase space weighted with 

the appropriate Breit-Wigner resonance function. 

Each term in the sum represents one of the final state 

resonance processes and the last term represents the final state with 

no intermediate resonance formation. In order that the entire probability 

density can be normalized the constraint is imposed that the relative 

rates add to one. This is satisfied by making the fractional rate of 

the last term one minus the sum of all other fractional rates. 

Equation I is a sum of rates, one for each resonance process. 

This assumes that the amplitudes which describe the production of these 

resonance states do not interfere. Thus, this frequency function can 

only be used when interferences are small. This need not be true in 

g'eneral, and if equation I is used as the model to describe the final 

state interactions it must be shown that interference effects are small 

in the particular final state being studied. 

The mass and width of each resonance process enter as parameters 

in equatton I through the Breit-Wigner functions, and thus they may also 

be solved for, as well as the relative rates. 

Decay angular correlations of the resonance processes can be 

taken into account simply, if it is assumed (and this need not be 
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a priori true) that the production and decay amplitudes do not interfere. 

The total rate for the production and decay of the resonance ~te then 

becomes the product of the production rate and the decay rate. This may 

be parameterized as 

where }\ is the rate for the production and decay of the resonant 

state, 0( is the fraction of the resonant'state in the whole final 

state, M and r are the mass and width of the resonance, and I is the 

decay angUlar ,distribution which is parameterized by the coefficients 

These Cl~ •• CK may be the spin density matrix elements or 

coefficients of a spherical harmonic expansion of the decay angular 
/J 

distribution. 

The general probability density (neglecting interference 

effects) will then have the form 

PC Xl..' , , Xm ; 0(1.' , , 0("" ~ M 1. ' , 'MJ)ft; r"}., .. ~ ; C1. ..• e. K) 

.-t1t 

- ~ --/, 8 w ( ,Nt~ Jl; )(1', ' 'Xwt ) T( e.; , . , C ~ . X ,,, X ) - L ~A.. ' ' iA 1<.) 1. M 

Ao-:'J. SBW(MAPi;L.4 ... (.4 )T,("~" "'-. 
~ 1. t:J hl -A \..1. ,Col< ~ ~ i .. ~;r\) ol ~l" ,01 ~"" 

-t-(~- f o(i..) 1-

..i::l. S d~ 1.' .. oA~M. ( 01) 
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where c!...J M> r.) X and I have the same meanings as above and C 

is the coefficient of the ith resonance's decay angular distri-

bution. Again the normalization integrations are carried out over the 

kinematically allowed regions of phase space. 

Any or all of' the parameters may be variables of the fit or 

constants. The logarithm of the total likelihood function is formed and 

then the maximum is found in the space of the varied parameters. After 

a solution is found the second derivative matrix is evaluated and in-

verted to obtain the error matrix. 

The maximum likelihood method allows one to solve for the most 

likely values of the parameters of a model, but gives no information as 

to how well the model fit the data. There is no analog in likelihood 

fitting to·the chi-square in the least squares method. In order to get 

an estimate of how well the model fits the data, one must make projections 

of the measurables of the events and compare these projections with what 

the model predicts for these projections. 

The predictions of the solution for distributions of event 

measurables may be calculated numerically or with Monte Carlo techniques. 

The numerical calculations are in general very difficult,so for the 

general applications Monte Carlo procedures were used. This procedure 

consists in generating a large number of random events and weighting 

each ODe. by its probability as predicted by the probability density 

function using the solution values for the parameters. Histograms 

of measurables from the weighted Monte Carlo events can then be com-

pared with those of the data upon which the fit was performed. Dis-

-
crepancies between the weighted Monte Carlo histograms and the 



corresponding histograms of the data would indicate failures of the model. 

There is one very special application where the solution pre-

dictions can be calculated numerically. This is for two particle mass 

projections in three particle final states. Here the Dalitz plot density 

can be inferred directly from the probability density function. The mass 

projections can then be calculated by integrating this density between 

the kinematic limits of the Dalitz plot in the perpendicular direction to 

the projection axis. 

Failures of the model, as described by equation 2, could come 

about by not including all of the resonance effects in the final state, 

by inserting the wrong resonance parameters (i. e. incorrect mass and/or 

width), by using the incorrect resonance line shape, by using an incorr~ct 

parameterization of the decay angular distribution or from the presence of 

non-negligible interference effects. These possible failures of this 

model ~ust be investigated by comparing the data to the predictions of the 

maximum likelihood solution, before the solution can be regarded as a 

measurement of the parameters. 

This model (as described by equation 2) was used iri conjunction 

with the computer code MURTLEBERT(32) to perform the maximum likelihood 

analysis described in this report. MURTLEBERT constructs the likelihood 

function from the frequency function, performs the search for maximum, 

calculates the error matrix, and compares the predictions of the solution 

to the data for various projections of the event measurables. 
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VII, The Reaction K p ':-:0 -
-7 pK rr 

This reaction has been studied by several experiments both below 

and above the energy range of this experiment. (36-41) The total cross 

section for this reaction at each beam momentum setting of this experi-

ment is given in table 6 and shown in figure 10. Figure 22 shows the 

total cross section for this reaction as a function of K- beam momentum 

as measured by several experiments (including this one) in the momentum 

range .6 to 5.5 GeV/c. The total cross section for this reaction is 

seen to increase very rapidly from threshold reaching a maximum around 

2 GeV/c and then decreasing to approximately one fifth of its maximum 

value of5.5 GeV/c. 

In figure 22 the data points for 2.58 and 2.61 GeV/c are combined 

into a single data point at 2.60 GeV/c. In the rest of this . report 

data from these two exposures are combined to form a single sample, 

referred to as "2.60 GeV/c". 

Figures II through 20 graphically summarize this final state. 

Figure, 11 histograms the three two particle invariant masses for each 

beam momentum sample. Figures 12 through 15 show these invariant mass 

distributions for various cuts on the production cosines of the corres-

ponding particle pairs. Figure 16 displays the DaUtz plots for this 

reaction at each beam momentum. Figure 17 shows Chew-Low plots for 

each particle pair at each momentum. 

As these figures show, the reaction is dominated by the production 

of the K*l (892). Production of this resonance accounts for approxi-
2" 

mately sixty percent of the final state at each momentum. The abundance 
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* of K 1 (892) and its very high signal to noise ratio make this reaction 
"2 

an excellent one for studying the production and decay properties of 

this resonance. This is the subject of the next section of this report. 

The rest of this section will discuss the final state as a whole, 

including a study of the other resonant states produced. 

Figure 18 shows the two particle invariant mass distributions at 

each momentum, for which events in a mass band about the mass of the 

*-K 1 (892) have been removed. Events were included in the plot only if 
"2 

their ~~- invariant mass squared was less than .64 GeV squared or 

greater than 1.0 GeV squared. Figure 19 displays the two particle 

*- ( invariant mass distributions, with K 1 892) events similarly removed, 
"2 

for various production cosine cuts of the particle pairs. Figure 20 

* shows the Chew..,.Low plots for this reaction with the K 1 (892) ·events 
2" 

removed. 

* These figures show evidence for the production of Y 1 (1660), 

* * * * * Y 1 (1765), N 3/2 (1238), N (1520), N ~1680) as well as K ~ (892). 

There is also a broad enhancement in the ~ ~- mass spectrum in 

the region of 1250 to 1450 MeV. A study of the four particle final 

state reaction K-p ~p ~ ~-~o (discussed in a later section) shows 

clearly resolved enhancements in the ~~ mass spectra at 1280 and 1410 

MeV each with a width of approximately 50 MeV. This suggests that the 

-:::0-broad enhancement in the K ~ mass spectrum in the three particle final 

state could be the two particle decay modes of these enhancements, if 

they are resonances. The enhancement at 1410 MeV has been seen in 

many experiments in both the ~ and ~~ mass spectra(42) and has been 



identified as an isospin one-half resonance with spin parity two plus. 

Both of these enhancements are studied in detail in a later section. 

Direct channel partial wave analysis of 11 p scattering has shown 

that the 1520 MeV and 1680 MeV enhancements are complex structures 

where several partial wave amplitudes go through resonances. (43) Thus 

it is not known which or how many of them are appearing in the 1520 and 

1680 MeV enhancements in the 11p mass distributions in this final state. 

The narrow width of the 1680 MeV enhancement suggests that it is mainly 

composed of the isospin one-half spin-parity 5/2+, N*l (1688). The 
"2 

The 1520 MeV 11P enhancement in this final state is not large enough to 

give any indication of its composition. 

In order to estimate the relative fractions of the various reso-

nances produced in this final state the maximum likelihood analysis 

described in the previous section was applied to the data. A model 

employing non-interfe:hi..:ng resonance rates and Lorentz invariant phase 

space was fitted to the data at each momentum. Resonant terms repre-

* *. * * * 
senting the Y 1 (1660), Y 1 (1765), N 3/2 (1238), N (15 20), N (1688), 

*" * K 1 (892), and K (1280) were included for all momenta. A term repre-
"2 

* senting the K 1 (1400) was also included in all momenta above 2.1 GeV/c. 
"2 

* Decay angular correlations were included for the K 1 (892) only, since 
"2 

the other resonances have such small rates compared to it. 

The decay angular distribution for the K*~ (892) was parameterized 
"2 

.A 0 0'" 2.A 1 t 
as I (.-k) == Yo + Cl Y2 (-& ) + C2ReY 2 (Je.) + C3 ReYa ( .-f(.. ), 

A 
wbere I is the intensity along the direction.-k which is a unit vector 

-::-::0 -:-:0 -in the direction of the K in the K 11 rest frame. The coordinate 
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· --0 - . 
system in the K n rest frame was chosen to have the z-axis parallel 

to the final state proton, the y-axis along the production normal, 

and the x-axis chosen so as to have a right handed coordinate system. 

The masses and widths of the resonant terms were set to their 

world average values(29) except for the N* (1688) and K*i (892). The 
2 

mass and width of these two resonances were made parameters of the 

maximum likelihood fits at each momentum except 2.1 GeV/c where the 

* mass and width of the N (1688) was set to the average of the solution 

values for the other momenta. 

Tables 7 and 8 present the maximum likelihood solutions at each 

momenta. Table 7 gives the solution values for the fractions of. each 

* resonant term and the K 1 (892) decay correlation parameters at each 
"2 

momentum. Table 8 gives the solution values for the varied masses and 

widths at each momentum. These values should not be taken as attempts 

to measure these ~uantities, since no attempt was made to include the 
I 

detailed systematic effects which could alter these values. 

Figure 21 compares the maximum likelihood solutions to invariant 

-=:<)-
mass projections and K n azimuth angle for each momentum. This is the 

.. ~::o -
azimuth angle of the plane defined by the K n about the direction of 

" --0-
the K n system. This angle is independent of the Dalitz plot density 

and can be written as 

f * .J3o' I ( cP ) = 1 + (K) C2 ~ cos 2 <p, 

* * where f (K ) is the fraction of K (892) in the final state and C~ is 
c: 

2 * the coefficient of ReY 2 in the parameterization of the K 1 (892) decay 
"2 

angular distribution. 
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A~ figure 21 shows, the projected distributions as predicted by 

the maximum likelihood solutions. represent the data satisfactorily 

at all momenta. Thus it appears that the model of non-interfering 

resonances and Lorentz invariant phase space characterize well these 

final state interactions. Any interference effects or non-resonant 

final state interactions cannot be detected from these distributions. 

* The solutions show that the fraction of K 1 (892) in the final 
2" 

state is decreasing with increasing beam momentum, while the fraction 

* * * of Y 1 (1765), K 1. (1400), and K (1280) are increasing. The fractions 
2 

of the other resonant states are staying roughly constant. Since the 

total cross section for this reaction is decreasing rapidly in this 

beam momentuin range, the total cross sections for the production of 

* * * y 1 (1660), N 3/2 (1238), N (1520), * * N (1688), and K 1 (892) 
2" 

are also 

decreasing rapidly. The total cross * sections for Y 1 (1765), * K· (1280), 

* and K 1 (1400) production are staying approximately constant or slightly 
2" 

increasing in this beam momentum range. 

* The maximum likelihood solution values for the width of the N (1688) 

reflect the fact that the enhancement seen here seems somewhat narrower 

than the corresponding np direct channel effects. However the phenom-

enon seen here is difficult to relate to the np direct channel reso-

nances, and using a Breit-Wigner line shape characterized by a single 

mass and width is at best a phenomenological approximation. 



- *-VIII. The Reaction K p ~ K 1 (892) P 
2" 

* As observed in the last section, K l (892) production accounts for 
2 

approximately sixty percent e!f the pir\'( - final state at all morrienta. 

This large sample of resonance events coupled with the very small 

background provides an excellent opportunity to study the production 

and decay properties of this resonant state. 

F9r this study the upper three beam momentum exposures, 2:45, 2.60, 

and 2.70 GeV/c are combined to form a si?gle sample with large statistics, 

so that these production and decay properties could be studied for many 

finely divided production cosine intervals. 

Figure 23 shows the total cross section for this reaction as 

measured by several experiments. The data points representing this 

experiment were obtained by multiplying the total cross section for 

, the reaction K-p ~ =0 - *-K n at each momentum by the fraction of K 1 (892 ) 
a 

produced at that momentum, as determined by the maximum likelihood 

solutions. The total cross section for the reaction K-p -7 K*: (892) p 
2" 

is seen from figure 23 to rise very rapidly from threshold to a maxi-

mum value-of about 1.3 millibarns at around 1.8 GeV/c incident K-

momentum, and then fall slowly to approximately .2 millibarns at 5.5 

GeV/C. 

Figure 2-4 shows the 

of the K*~ (892) for 2.1 
2" 

center of mass production angular distribution 
i 

GeV/c and the upper momentum sample. In both 

samples this distribution is highly peripheral becoming more so at the 

higher momenta. Events plotted ha~ ~n- invariant mass squared in an 

interval .706 to .884 Gev2. This selection introduces approximately 
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*-'five.percent non-K events into the sample, 

* In analyzing the K production and decay properties, it has been 

customary to use events wi thin a given (KO 
11 -) mas s interval around the 

K*-1(892) mass. The mass interval is chosen as a compromise between 
"2 

* minimizing contamination from non-K events and minimizing statistical 

errors. One is forced to include some "backgroundfl events. The assumption 

* of noninterference of background amplitudes with the K production and decay 

amplitudes is essential 'for this analysis, but even the flnoninterfering back-

* ground" will cause errors in the determination of the K production and 

decay parameters. 

The arbitrariness of limits on the mass cut has been avoided, and 

the effect of noninterfering background has been accounted for, by using 

the maximum-likelihood method described in section VI .• 

As in the last section; the decay angular distribution of the 

K*-1(892) was parameterized as 
2" A 

I ( At ) 
A 

= yO 0 + C
l 

Y',P° ( At ) + C
2

Re 1-2 

-0 -however, the coordinate system, in the rest frame of the K 11 , for this 

analysis is chosen differently. The z-axis is chosen along the direc-

tion of the incident K-, the y-direction along the production normal, 

and the x-axis so as to make a right-handed coordinate system. This 

coordinate system (referred to as the "t-channel" coordinate ~ystem) 

reduces the decay angular distribution of the K*-1(892) to particularly 
"2 

simple forms for definite spin parities in the crossed channels. For 

example, spin-parity 0 in the t-channel predicts 

2 I ( eX. ) cp ) /'\.; cos 0( 
A 

where 0( and ~ are the polar and azimuthal angles of Je in the t-channel 



coordinate system. The corresponding distribution for spin parity 

1- in the t-channel would be 

where b is a parameter determined by the dynamics of the baryon vertex. 

. *-
The above expression for the K 1 (892) decay angular distribution 

2" • 

* neglects the "illegal" decay correlations of the K , i. e., those pro-

hibited by angular momentum and parity conservation. This assumes 

* that the K decays as a free particle and that there is no interference 

* between the K production and decay and other processes. 

To determine the production angular distribution and decay corre-

lation coefficients as a function of production angle, the data was 
, . 

divided at the two momentum samples into intervals in the production 

. ~-
angle of the K:rr system. The intervals were chosen to include approx-

* imately 100 K events in each. Maximum-likelihood solutions were 

obtained for each of these intervals. 

Figures 29 through 32 and tables 9 through 11 give the results of 

these solutions for both momentum samples. Table 9 gives the number 

of events in each of the production cosine intervals for 2.1 GeV/ c, 

*- ) the fraction of K 1 (892 in each interval, tbe differential cross 
2" 

section, and decay correlation parameters averaged over the interval. 

Table 10 gives the same for the higher momentum sample. Table 11 gives 

the decay correlation par'ameters averaged over all production angles for 

the two momentum samples. Figures 29 and 30 plot tbe differential 

cross section for the two momentum samples as a function of center of 

mass production cosine. Figures 31 and 32 plot the decay correlation 
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coefficients for the two momentum samples as a function of center of 

mass production cosine. 

Since the maximum-likelihood solutions are based on a model not 

necessarily representative of the data, the solutions are compared to 

the data in figures 25 through 28. Events selected for these plots 

~ -were required to have an effective K n mass squared in the range .706 

to .884 GeV
2

, in addition to the ~n-production angular interval 

indicated. This mass cut has introduced an estimated fraction of 

o background events amounting to 5 / at the most forward cos g inter
·0 

o 
vals and 25 /0 at the most backward. The distributions shown refer 

* only to the decay of the K , but these distributions should be quite 

* sensitive to the effects of interference between the K production 

and decay amplitude and other amplitudes. Specifically, any asymmetries 

with respect to reflection about ~ = ® and 180
0 

or, after averaging 

over ~ , about cos 0(= 0 are not accounted for in the model. 

Figure 25 contains plots of the decay polar cosine, cos ~ , and 

azimuth angle, ~, for all production angles at the two momentum 

samples. The solid curves are the predictions of the likelihood 

so;Lutions which take the form 

I (cosel() 

I (~ ) 

where N normalizes to the total number of events in the plot. Figure 

26 similarly compares the predictions of the likelihood solutions to 

the data for each of the production angle intervals at 2.1 GeV/c and 

figures 27 and 28 the same for the higher momentum sample. 
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The overall agreement between the solutions and the data is fairly 

good for both momentum samples. The consistency between the data and 

the likelihood solutions based on this simple model suggest that the 

* K produced in the reaction studied here is essentially free from 

interference, and can be used to test theoretical models of production 

* and decay which assume production of a free K • 

Qualitative features of the decay distributions of figures 27 and 

28 for the upper momentum sample show the following: 

(a) In the extreme forward direction there is a strong cos~ 

distribution and a somewhat flat azimuth distribution. This is 

characteristic of pseudoscalar exchange in the production process. 

(b) In the intermediate' and backward directions there are strong 

sin~ polar distributions and l-b cos ~cp azimuth distributions, 

characteristic of vector exchange. 

(c) Between these two regions, there is a relatively flat polar 

distribution and a moderate l-b cos~~ azimuth distribution, which may 

result from a combination of pseudoscalar and vector exchange. Although 

somewhat more lim:i.ted in statistics, the data at 2.1 GeV/c exhibit the 

same general features. 

These qualitative features of the data have been predicted by 
, . (1) 

Jackson et a1.; . using a meson-exchange model with corrections 

for competing channels. Donohue(45) discusses, in detail, the results 

of a previous report of this experiment(46) within the framework of 

this model. Kiadalov and Karnakov(47) discuss the results of the 

previous report within the framework of a Regge Pole model. 
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-::0 0-IX. The Reaction K p -7 pK 11: 11: 

The total cross section for this reaction at each beam momentum 

settinOg of this experiment is given in table 6 and shown in figure 10. 

As can be seen, this reaction proceeds with approximately one-half the 

rate of the corresponding three particle final state reaction in the 

energy range of this experiment. 

Figure 33 shows the total cross section for this reaction in the 

energy range, 1.2 to 3.5 GeV/c.as measured by several experiments. The 

cross section is seen to be relatively constant at about 40 microbarns 

in the region below 1.5 GeV / c. The cross section begins to rise very 

• 0 ~ * 
rapidly in the region of the K (892) N (1238) threshold, and continues 

to rise rapidly in the energy range of this experiment, leveling off 

somewhat at the higher beam momentum settings. At energies above th±s 

experiment the cross section appears to be constant or slightly de-

creasing. Thus from the energy spectrum of the total cross section 

alone it is clear that associated production of R* (892) N* (1238) 

will be very important in this reaction in the energy range of this 

experiment. 

This becomes even clearer in Figures 34 through 37 where the 

invariant mass squared of the ten two and three particle combinations 

are shown for each momentum. * *-Copious production of N (1238), K 

O· -*0 
(892), and'K (892) is observed at all momenta. 

Two small but significant enhancements are also observed at high 

O •• ~ 0-
mass values in the K 11: 11: mass squared spectra, corresponding to mass 

values of 1280 and 1400 MeV each about 50 MeV wide. The latter is 
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* associated with a three particle decay mode of the K 1 (1400). The 
2" 

enhancement at 1280 MeV does not correspond to any well known resonance, 

and for the purpose of this section is treated in a phenomenological 

manner. The Krr~ mass spectra 

are studied in detail in a later sect{on of this 

report. 

Maximum likelihood fits to this final state were made at each 

momentum setting using a model of non-interfering resonance production 

and Lorentz invariant phase space. Resonance processes employed were: 

(1) associated production of K*! (892) N*;/2 (1238), (2) associated 

-*0 ( ) *0 ( ) ( . product~on of K ~ 892 N 3/2 1238, 3) unassociated production of 

*+, *0 
N (1238), (4) unassociated production of N (1238), (5) unassociated 

production of K*0(892), (6) unassociated production of K*- (892), and 

(7) production of the two Krr~ enhancements at 1280 and 1400 MeV. At 
MeV 

2.1 GeV/c. tl:i€!' 14001 Kn'i enhancement was not included since this momen-

tum is below threshold for its production. 

The masses and widths of these resonances were allowed to vary 

as parameters of the fits for each momentum to allow for possible 

systematic effects which might cause mass shifts, since this reaction 

is only singly, constrained in the kinematic fitting. All masses and 

widths of the well known resonances were consistent with the world 

averaged value,s. (29) The masses and widths of the Kn'~ enhancements 

were obtained by performing the maximum likelihood fit to the 2.60 

and ;? 70 GeV/c samples combined, varying these masses and widths as 

parameters of the fit. 'rhe values so obtained. are l;i ven in table 13 
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and were used in the likelihood fits for each separate momentum. 

Table 12 gives the results of the maximum likelihood solutions 

at each beam momentum, and the solid curves superimposed on the 

histograms of Figures 34 through 37 show the predictions of these 

solutions for the invariant mass squared projections. 

The predicti~ns of the rnaximum likelihood solutions for these 

mass squared projections represent the data well at all momenta. Thus 

from these comparisons it"seems that the final state is well'repre-

sented by this simple model. 

The K* ~ (892) N\/2 (1238) final state provides additional 

consistency checks on the model, since it is in a pure isospin one 

state. - -*0 This requires that the rate for K p -7 K 1 
'2 

*0 
(892 ) N 3/2 (1238) 

be one fourth that for K-p -7 K*~/2 (892) N*;/2 (1238), provided there 

are no interference effects. Inspection of table 12 shows that the solu~ 

tions at all momenta are each consistent with this reqUirement, however, 

-*0 *0 the rates for K N are systematically one to two standard deviations 

*- *+ below one fourth the rate for K N production at all'momenta. In-

cluding K* N* decay correlations does not change these results. (49) 

This effect could be the result of interference between the two 

amplitudes. If so, this would imply that interference effects are 

of the order of five to ten percent between these two amplitudes, 

which are comparable to the statistical uncertainties. 

The re,sults of the maximum likelihood solutions for the fraction 

*0 of unassociated production of N (1238) were consistent with zero 

at, all momenta and are not included in table 12. 
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The results of the likelihood solutions show that the fraction 

-* *') of K~ (892) N 3/2 (1238 in the final state is decreasing rapidly 

with increasing beam energy. The fractions of single resonance pro-

duction are all staying constant or increasing. Since the total cross 

section for this final state is increasing rapidly in this energy 

region, the total cross section for associated resonance production 

* * K (892) N (1238) is roughly constant while that for single resonance 

production is increasing rapidly. 



- -:::0 + -x . The Reaction Kp ~ nK rr rr 

This reaction proceeds at a slightly lower rate than the proton 

four particle final state at all momenta in this experiment, as is 

seen in table 6 and figure 10. Figure 38 shows the total cross sec-

tion for this reaction as measured by several experiments, both below 

and above the beam energy range of this experiment. In the energy 

-* * range below the K ~ (892) N 3/2 (1238) threshold, the cross section 
. .' -::-00-
for this reaction is roughly double that for the pK rr rr final state. 

-* * In the region of the K ~ (892 ) N 3/2 (1238) threshold, the cross sec-

tion for this reaction also rises rapidly, but not nearly as rapidly 

as the' pifrrorr - final state. --'* * Past the K 1/2 (892) N 3/2(1238) thres-

hold region, the pifrrorr- final state emerges with the larger total 

cross section and remains so throughout the energy range of this 

experiment. Thus it appears from these total cross section measure-

_-l<- * 
ments that the associated resonance production of K ~(892)N 3/2 (1238) 

-::-0 + -does not dominate the n K rr rr final state to the extent it does 

-:::0 0 -the pK 11 11 one. 

-* * As mentioned in the previous section K 1/2 (892) N 3/2 (1238) is 

in a pure isospin one state. This requires that it contribute 2~ 

-:::0 0 - -::-0 + -times as much to the pK rr 11 final state as it does to the nK rr 11 

one. This is verified by the energy behavior of the these two cross 

* * sections in the K ~ (892 ) N 3/2 (1238) threshold region. 

Figures 39 through 42 show the invariant mass squared spectra of 

the ten two and three particle combinations for this final state at 

each beam momentum. of Y*o ( ) -)(-+ (7. ( ) Copious production 0 1520, N 3/2 12Jd, 



*- * . 
N 3/2 (1238), and K ~ (892) is observed at all beam momenta. There 

is no evidence from these mass spectra of any other pronounced reso~ 

nance production in thi? final state. In particular, the Krrn enhance

ments observed in the p~non- final state, appear to be much less 

pronounced in this one. 

Maximum likelihood fits were performed on this final state in 

a similar manner as the other four particle final state. The model 

-*- *+ employed included associated production of K ~ (892) N 3/2 (1238) and 

*0 *+ *-unassociated resonance production of Yo (1520), N 3/2 (1238), N 3/2 

(1238), and K*~ (892). As in the preyious section, the masses and 
"2 

widths of these resonances were made parameters of the fits to account 

for possible systematic effects, but the solution values for all of 

them were consistent with the world averaged values. (29) 

Table 14 gives the results of the maximum likelihood solutions 

for the amounts of the resonance processes at each momentum, and the 

solid curves superimposed on figures 39 through 42 show the predictions 

of these solutions for the corresponding mass squared projections. 

These solid curves follow the data histograms very closely, and this 

. simple model, representing the above four resonances, seems to give 

a good account of the mass projections. 

- -* As discussed above, the reaction K p ~ K l 
. 2 

must contribute 2~ times as much to the p~non-

* (892) N 3/2 (1238) 

final state than to 

':'::0 +--the n K n n one. This allows the prediction of the number of 

it~ (892 ) N*3/2 (1238) events in .the nIfn +n - final state, knOW~ng 
the number1.n the pifnon- final state. Put another way, it gives a 
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consistency check between the maximum likelihood solutions on the 

final states. 

Table 15 allows a comparison between the likelihood solutions 

-* 
of the two four particle final states for the fraction of K 1 (892 ) 

"2 

* N 3/2 (1238). Inspection of table 15 shows that the solutions at 

each momentum are consistent with the isospin constraint, but the 

-* munber of K 1 * (892) N 3/2 (1238) events in the n ~n+n- final state 
"2 

is about a standard deviation or so less than would be predicted from 

the likelihood solutions on the p~ nOn- final state at each momentum. 

:::0 0-
This same type of effect is observed in the pK n n final state 

-* ( * ) between the two decay modes of the K t 892) N 3/2 (1238 there. Here, 

the effect is approximately the same size, and is comparable with the 

statistical untertainties. 

To the extent that these discrepancies are significant, they 

represent an inadequacy of the model, and this model of non-interfering 

resonance production and Lorentz invariant phase space should be 

regarded as an approximation, and representing the invariant mass 

spectra should not be the only test of its success. 

The results of the maximum likelihood solutions indicate that 

*0 *+ * 
the fractions of Yo (152(,), N 3/2 (1238), and N 3/2 (1238) are 

decreasing in the energy range of this experiment while the fraction 

*-of K 1/2(892) seems to be increasing. However, none of these trends 

is very marked, and since the total cross section for the final state 

is increasing rapidly in this energy range, so are the cross sections 

for these single resonance productions. 



-* * The Reaction K p ~ K ~ (892) N 3/2 (1238) XI. 

As observed in the preceding two sections, the pseudo-two particle 

- -* * reaction K p ~ K N dominates the two four particle final states of 

this experiment, accounting for approximately 40 0/ of the prrrorr
'0 

o -,,0+-
final state and 20 /0 of the nK rr rr one. These final states afford 

an opportunity to study the production and decay properties of this 

reaction as a function of center of mass energy and production angle. 

~ssociated resonance production has been the subject of considerable 

theoretical interest, since these reactions give rise to many experi-

mentally measurable quantities and thus provide excellent tests for 
. (51-53) 

dynamical models of the production process. The reaction 

- * * . (38 50) K p ~K N has been studied at lower energles ' and the corres-

+ * * ponding reaction K p ~ K N has also been studied in several experi-

ments, at energies both below and above this experiment. (54-57) 

- '* * The total cross section for K p ~ K N as measured by this experi-

ment at each beam momentum is given in table 16. The cross.section at 

each momentum was determined by evaluating the cross sections for each 

of the decay modes observed in this experiment, and performing a least 

squares fit to these cross sections applying the constraints of iso-

spin convervation. The results were then corrected for other charged 

states and decay modes not observed in this experiment. Figure 43 

- -* * shows the total cross section for K p ~K N as measured by several 

experiments .. The errors are large, but a clear trend is seen. The 

t.otal cross section rises from threshold rapidly, and continues to 

rise to a maximmll of approximately 1. 7 millibarns iq the region of 
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2.45 GeV/c. The cross section then begins to fall, going to about 1.3 

millibarns at 2.70 GeV/c. Figure 44 shows the production angular 

distribution at each beam momentum. Events for these plots were 

o 0 -selected by making cuts on the invariant masses of the pn and K rr 

*- *+ 
and the background from non-K N events is estimated to be about 

20 0/ at 2.1 GeV/c increasing with higher beam momentum to around 
'0 

35 0; at 2.70 GeV/c. These production angular distributions are seen 
'0 

to become progressively more peripheral as the center of mass energy 

is increased. . (38 50) At energies lower than this experlffient, " the 

production angular distribution is seen not to be very peripheral at 

all .. Thus it appears that this reaction follows the usual trend for 

two particle reactions, having flat (s-wave) production angular dis-

tributions near threshold and becoming more and more forward peaked 

with increasing energy. At 2.1 GeV/c this reaction is already moder

* * ately peripheral, and by 2.70 Gev/c almost all K N events have pro-

duction cosine greater than .8. 

The joint decay angular distribution for K*N* may be written (58) 
A 1" 

I (e p) = 1 + L Ci.. Z;J t fJ) 
A • .4.-:: 1. --0 1\ 

where e is 'a unit vector in the direction of the K and p a unit vector 

in the direction of the proton. The coordinate systems for the decay 

* * A of the Kand N are defined differently. e is expressed in the "t-

* channel" coordinate system in the rest frame of the K with the beam 

A 
K direction as the quantization axis. P is also expressed ih the "t-

* channel" coordinate system but in the rest frame of the N with the 

target proton direction as the quantization axis. The 19 correlation 
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functions, ~~(~~) may be chosen in a number of ways, and table 17 

gives the set chosen for this experiment. Each of these functions 

has the following properties: 

The coefficients of these correlation functions, C.,' are independent 
l 

of the decay variables, and are determined by the dynamics of the 

production process. Thus the C.~ 
.J. 

are in general functions of center 

of mass energy and scatt·ering angle. Along with the differential 

cross, section, these coefficients provide 20 measurables as a function 

of energy and momentum transfer which any dynamical model must des-

cribe. Thus, this reaction can provide a very rigorous test for any 

theory of its production. 

With the limited statistics of this experiment it is not possible 

to measure all 19 coefficients as a function of energy and production 

angle. Some of the coefficients may be measured independently of the 

others by integrating I (~~) over one or several of the decay angles. 

,For example: 

3 
1 + I. e.;.l.~:ce) 

..<.=1 

. " 1+ L ~A Z..-\ (p) 
;'=If 

1.( P) = 5 Ie e'p) ot€ 
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I(el~):: J Ice' r) clCPe dC{),o ::: 1+ e.~ll.(e.3) ... C~ l'1 (~) 

+ C7 1..7 (eJ~) 

I (cPe) ::. S I (~ ~) oIF 01 ej = 1- -I- ea ': Gos ~CPe. 

I (cQp) = S I (e..p) ~e 01& = 1 + e¥ v:: c..os JcPr 

- \".A...A I 1 Y3o' 1 (cPe (VI"') ::. .J T (e f') OJ e3 oI~ = +- Coa G 00s ~CPe 

wheV'e 

+ c. 5 ~o ' Cos ~Cl>f' + en ~ (;Os :1d>e Cos ::/cPp 

+ C:.J. 'l 5 S j trt;) cP e S /1Yi. ;;J. cO p , 
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* Thus Cl , C2 , and C3 correspond to the uncorrelated K decay parameters, 

* C4, C
5

, and C6 to the uncorrelated N decay parameters, and C
7 

gives 

rise only to a correlation between the polar decay angles of the two 

resonances. After integrating over all polar angles, C2 and C
5 

give 

rise to the uncorrelated azimuthal decay angular distributions .of the 

* * K and N , while Cll and C19 serve to correlate these two azimuthal 

angles. Thus of the 19 joint decay angular distribution coefficients, 

the 9 coefficients C
l

' C2 ' C3' C4' C5' C6' C7' Cll' and C19 are in 

relatively simple integrated distributions, each involving only a few 

coefficients. Thus it is possible within the limited statistics of 

this experiment to measure these 9 coefficients as a function of energy 

and production angle. 

In order to account for the background in a systematic manner and 

avoid having to impose mass cuts, the maximum likelihood technique of 

sectionIX was applied to the pir\,?rc - final state, however, here the 

*- *+. 
K N resonance process 1.ras given a joint decay angular distribution. 

-*0 *0 *- *+ The K N process in the same final state and the K N resonance 

~ +-process in the nK rtrt final state are produced in insufficient quan-

tity to allow an analysis of their decay correlations. 

The decay angular distributions employed were I (~ ), I ( ~ ) , 

I (e3 P3) and I (a>st a>p) as defined above. Maximum likelihood solutions 

were obtained at each momentum for each of these joint decay angular 

distributions. The results of these solutions are given in table 18 

and displayed in figure 45.· For those coefficients which appear in 

nlorethan onc distribution, the solution which gave the smallest 



statistical error was used. However in all of these cases the solution 

values and errors for the same coefficients in different decay angular 

distributions were very nearly equal. 

The solution values for" most of the decay correlation coefficients 

show no marked energy dependence, the exceptions being C2 andC19 
which appear to be decreasing with increasing energy. 

In order to see if these solution values and, indeed, the model 

itself represent the data, the predictions of the solutions for vari

ous proj ections of I (~~) are compared to the data in figures 46 

through 49. The projections chosen are related to the decay correla-

tioh coefficients as follows: 

I ( e 3) = 1 t c.~ J5' ( 3 ~;--1) 
a 

I Cepe) = 1 + c.c1. {ao' c.o--s ~a>e. 
. CD 

- ~ ~ 1(13)=~''' c?"'tJ: (31g -~) 

I (cPr) ~ 1+ J~o 'e.s cosJCPp 
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IC(~-;g)Ira:] =1 + f15 C'l - ~ es - ~"'{C!." 
1-~ ( ~ i? c.". + ~ JiO' (!s T @(!,,)( f? _-t:}.2 

'. ;t ~ 

I(d>e+CP~) :: (CPe+CPso ) [l+.~(el.'l- C'1l.) 

+ ! ( e 1.1. - C1,) c.os. Gl.( ~e -I- CJ)p) 

+ §.. (C1.l. + Cl.,'l) s imcl(<:t>e. +C9p ) ] 
c:l'f ro. + rl\ -'. ""Ye '-V' po 

I(Q>e-CPp) :: [rr/d.. -( C(>e-~r)J [1-~(Cl1'+ Cl~) 

+ 14 ( C 11. - e'1.') s im. .m( ( cr>e - cP p) 

TT/;l-~e -CPt» 

I(e3ll~J >.S) = l.tf-lS'{!.; +-(C1 +ftlS'C!7)yt( 3ef-l.) 

I ( e,5 ; ) ~ I ~ . £) = 1 - L 'IS' C!.'f + (C'1 -.! -Ii' e. ... ) 'Ii ( 3 e~ -1) . B g' ~ ~ 

r(~j I e.sl>·S) =l+tllS C1. r(C!.'f+-t.rsC,.)~(3~~1) 
I( ~; ) e.s 1"- . s) =1 ~ t aT? Col. t- ( e't - t Us' ~,) f (3 ~ ;2_1) 
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Each of the nine coefficients solved for appears in at least 

two of the above 14 projections. Figures 46 through 49 histogram 

these projections for events with p~o invariant mass in a band centered 

* -0 - * at the N mass and K n mass in a band centered at the K mass at each 

* * momentum. The contamination to these samples from non-K N events is 

least at 2.1 GeV/c where it is around 20 0/ and gets progressively 
o 

larger with increasing beam momentum reaching 35 0/ at 2.70 GeV/c. 
o 

The solid curves superimposed on the histograms represent thepredic-

* * tions of the solution for the K N decay correlation parameters at that 

momentum normalized to the number of events in the plot. Note that all 

polar iosine distributions are folded about cos g = 0, and all azimuthal 

angular distributions are folded twice, first about cp = ~ and then 

~ about cp = "2 . 

The predictions of the maximum likelihood solutions for the joint 

decay angular correlation coefficients appear to give an adequate 

description of these projections of the data, considering the large 

* * number of non-K N events in the plots. 'The most serious discrep-

* ancies arise in those projections which involve the N polar cosine 

at 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c. There is an excess of events in the region 

of small P3 at these two momenta. This is due to the presence of the 

-0 0- ** 1280 MeV K ~ ~ enchancement in the non-K N background events in the 

samples histogrammed. 

* Any structure in the K ~ invariant mass will reflect directly 

* into the N decay polar cosineidistribution and vice versa. A 1280 

MeV enhancement in K~~ invariant mass with a width of 50 MeV will give 



* rise to a bump in the N decay polar distribution at P3~.2 with a 

full width of6 P3~.1 at 2.6 and 2·7 GeV/c. Folding about P
3 

= 0 

would cause an enhancement of events from P3 = 0 to P3 .3 in the 

* N polar cosine distribution. Calculations were made to estimate the 

* * amount of the 1280 MeV enhancement that would be present in the K N 

background. The results agree well with the size of the observed 

* enhancement in the N decay polar cosine distribution at 2.60 and 2.70 

GeV/c. The maximum likelihood procedure takes into account this effect 

by specifically including it in the model (as well as all other non

* * negligible resonances which might distort any of the K N decay angu-

lar distributions). The discrepancy arises only because the events 

* * in the mass cut are not a pure K N sample while the solution values 

* * for the decay correlation parameters are for K N events only. 

Tn order to study the dependence of the differential cross sec-

tion and decay angular correlation parameters on center of mass scat-

tering angle, maximum likelihood fits were marre on events in several 

production cosine intervals. Fbr this analysis 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c 

events were combined to form a Single sample at the higher momenta 

while 2.1 GeV/c events were used as a sample at lower momenta. Be-

cause of its small number of events, the 2.45 dev/c sample was not 

included in this part of the analysis. Also rrue to lack of statistics, 

only the production cosine dependence of C
l

, C4' and C
7 

was studied 

at 2.1 GeV/c. However, the production angle dependence of all nine 

coefficients studied above, were measured as 8. function of production 

angle for the upper momentum sample. 
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Table 19 gives the results of the maximum likelihood fits at 

various production cosine intervals for the decay angular distribution 

coefficients at 2.1 GeV/c, and table 20 the same for the upper momen

* * tum sample. Table 21 gives the fraction of K N events in each inter-

* * val and the differential cross section for K N production, averaged 

over the production angle interval. These results are displayed in 

figures 50, 51, and 52. 

- -* * The differential cross section for K p 4 K N is clearly seen to 

be much more forward peaked at the higher momenta that at 2.1 GeV/ c. 

-* * Also the solutions show that K N events are much more forward peaked 

-* * than the non-K N ones at the upper momenta, while this is not the 

case for 2.1 GeV/c. Also, with the possible exception of C4, the 

decay angular correlation coefficients show no marked dependence on 

production angle at 2.1 GeV/c. At the upper momentum several of the 

measured decay angle ,?orrelation coefficients show a dependence on 

the production ,angle. C
l

, C3, C
5

, and C
19

;seem to show production 

angle dependencies at the upper momenta, while the others show no 

significant' change with production angle. The most interesting pro-

duction angle dependence is that of C
19 

which is consistent with zero 

in the forward direction, then decreases to almost -1 at cos Q .8 
p 

and then is again consistent with zero in the region .6~ cos Q ~ O. 
P 

C
l

, C3 , and S all seem to monotoniceJ.ly;decrease with increasing 

production angle. 
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Figure 53 compares the predictions of the maximum likelihood 

solutions for relevant proj ections of I (~~), with the data, for the 

prodllction angle intervals at 2.1 GeV/c. Here again, the events were 

. 0 ~-chosen to be plotted on the basis of cuts on the PTC: and K:n: invariant 

masses (as well as the corresponding production angle cuts). The back-

* * 0 ground from non-K N events is about .20 /0 for the forward two pro-

duction cosine intervals, and 35 0/ for the backward one. Figure 54 
·0 

compares the solutions for the azimuth angle correlations with the 

relevant projections of the data at the upper momenta. Here the frac-

* * 0 tioD of non-K Nevents in the samples plotted is around 15 / in the 
o . 

most forward production cosine interval, and increases monotaniC'Bl.ly 
,. 

with increasing production angle to about 500/ in the most backward. 
o 

* * Figures 55 through 59 compare the likelihood solutions for the K N 

decay angle coefficients with the relevant projections of the data for 

the five production angle intervals at the upper momenta where Cl , C2 , 

C3, C4, C
5

, C6, and C
7 

were. solved. c.Here again, the fraction of non-

* * 0 K N events in the samples plotted runs from 15 / in the most forward 
'0 

directions to around 50 0/ in the backward one. 
·0 

The predictions of the maximum likelihood solutions represent 

fairly well the proj ections of the data for most all of the production 

cosine intervals. The comparisons are clearly better in the forward 

production cosine intervals where the data plotted contains less non

* * K N background, than in the less forward ones, where this background 

* is higher. In particular the enhancement in the N polar cosine dis-, 

tribution near P3 ::= 0 becomes much more visible as the production angle 
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* * and thus the non-K N background in the samples plotted increases. 
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XII. Theoretical Models 
" 

Much theoretical attention has been given to,quasi-two-particle 

reactions in which one or both of the reaction products are resonances. 

The reactions K~p -7 K*i (892) p and K-p -7 K* -! (892 ) N\/2 ,(1238)" 

experimentally studied in this report, are examples of these quasi-two-

particle reactions. This section will compare the measurements of this 

experiment, on these reaction::;, with predictions of various theoretical 

models. 

The two most successful models for describing the properties of 

quasi-two-particle reactions at intermediate energies, (2 to 10 GeV/c 

incident beam momentum) have been the single meson exchange model with 

absorptive corrections (1) ~ (3), (7), (45) (loosely termed the absorp

tive model) arid the Regge, pole model. (5), (6), (47) Both models assume 
. " 

that the amplitudes responsible for these reactions are dominated by 

contributions from the crossed or t-channel, and background from s-

channel effects is small. Both models have enjoyed considerable 

success in describing many properties of the production and decay of 

unstable particles produced in quasi-two-particle reactions. 

A} The Absorptive Peripheral Model 

This model has its robts in the analogy of the strong interactions 

to quantum electrodynamics. The strong interactions responsible for 

these reactions are assumed to result from exchanges of strongly 

interacting particles in ,the same sense that the electromagnetic 

. interactions between charged particles can be d.escribed by their 

,'xchal.l~;e of phot.ons. This assumes that quantum field theory can be 
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applied to the strong interactions, that the interaction Legrangian 

for the strong interactions is similar to electrodynamics, and the 

first order terms (The Born amplitudes) dominate in the expansion of 

the S-matrix. The contribution of the absorptive peripheral model 

is to modify the Born amplitudes by accounting for the absorptive 

effects of competing channels, similar to the intr~ction of complex 

phase shifts to account for competing channels in elastic scattering. 

The prescription assumed by this model to account for the absorp-

tive effects is given by the matrix equation 

V~ 'lz.. 
M~~ = S ~f B~-l S.AA. 

where Bfi is the unmodified Born amplitude for the reaction, Sii and 

Sff are the elastic scattering S -matrix elements in the initial 

and final states, and Mfi is the modified or absorbed amplitude for 

the reaction. In applications of the model Sff and Sii are assumed 

to be diagonal, helicity preserving, and purely diffractive. p .. can 
1.1. 

then be inferred from elastic scattering data. Since no experimental 

data exist for elastic scattering o~ ,resonant states- , it is usually 

assumed that their elastic scattering amplitudes have slightly larger 

range than stable particle scattering, and sufficient strength so as 

to completely absorb the lowest partial wave. 

Jackson and Donohue (45), (46) have performed a detailed comparison 

of the absorptive peripheral model predictions to the data of this 

experiment for the reaction K-p ~ K*~ (892) p, employing a mixture of 
. 2" 

pseudoscalar and vector exchange. With this model, each helicity 

*- ( ( amplitude for K 1 892) production may be written sQPpressing the 
-2 



the helicity indices). 

. ME 
M 1<,,- = ca.KJfKrro G"'f'TTO -

P V T where M is the pseudoscalar exchange amplitude and M and M are the 

exchange amplitudes corresponding to vector and tensor coupling of the 

vector meson to the nucleon. ~K*K:rr0 andG 0 are the coupling con-. pp:rc 

* stants of the pion to the K K and pp vertices; fK*KVo is the coupling 

* V T constant of the vector meson to the K K vertex and G VO and G VO pp , pp 

are the vector and tensor coupling constants of the vector meson to 

the nucleon. 

The 

Donohue (45 ) defines' 
" 

x = f,<"KVO G~pvo and y = f,<tJ<Vo G ~PVO 
~'~l<fJO &pprro caK*l<1T o G f''f'rJO 

amplitude for K*-l (892) production can then be written 
2" 

MK*_ = d.J<fI<'~ G
pFTTO 

(ME_xMV_~MT). 

* ~ K*K:rr is known from the width of th, e K 1 (892) and G 0 is known 
2" pp:rc 

from pion nucleon int~ractions. The coupling constants associated 

with the vector exchange amplitudes are not known experimentally, and 

must be fit to the data. x and y as defined above appear quadratically 

in the differential cross section and in fourth order in the chi square 

do ~ [( cJ (J)~ of a-).1ieoo] :l.. / .1. -X = L ~..o.' - (-'..fL.· . / L1~ (ex.r.), 
. A.. ~A "'" • 
A.":~ 

The procedure o.f Jackson and Donohue was to select the values of 

x and y which gave the lowest value of the x2 for the differential 

cross section at 2.64 GeV/c and use these values to predict the 

differential cross section at 2.1 GeV/c and the decay correlation 

paramet.ers at both momenta. 
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Figure 60 shows a contour map of the X
2 

for the differential cross 

section at 2.64 GeV/c as a function of x and y. Two regions are seen 

2 
to have X less than 100 (for 16 data points). These have X ~ ± 2.5. 

positive x corresponds to constructive interference between the pion 

exchange amplitude and the vector coupling part of the vector exchange 

amplitude, while negative x corresponds to negative interference. The 

differential cross section is relatively insensitive to y because the 

tensor coupling amplitudeMT is not as large as the vector coupling 

V term M at small momentum transfer, and thus cannot interfere as much 

with the pion exchange amplitude. For constructive interference 

between the pion and vector exchange amplitudes the differential cross 
, 

section will rise rapidly in the extreme forward direction where the 

pion exchange amplitude is large, while for destructive interference 

the differential cross section will turn over and decrease in the 

extreme forward direction. The data at 2.64 GeV/c clearly rise in the 

extreme forward direction favoring constructive interference. The region 

2 
near x =-2.5 in the X contour map shows a dip because it fits the data 

at larger production angles where there is no pion exchange amplitude to 

interfer with. The region near x = 2.5 has a much deeper valley because 

it fits the differential cross section at both large and small nio:nentum 

transfers. 

Figure 61 compares the predictions of the model for (x,y) = (2.5, 

1.1) with the differential cross section and decay correlation para

meters as measured in this eA--periment. (46) The experimental data 

points for the decay correlation parameters are given in terms of the 
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* spin density matrix elements for the K 1 (892), which are linearly 
2" 

related to the decay correlation coefficients defined earlier by: 

The predictions of the model represent the production angle (or 

momentum transfer) dependence of the differential cross section and 

decay correlation parameters well at all momenta but predicts too 

small a total cross section at 2.1 GeV/c. This difficulty in predic-

ting the absolute cross sections of reactions where vector exchange is 

involved is/well known. The problem stems from the fact that the 

exchange of a particle of spin J yields a Born amplitude with an 

energy dependence sJ, where S is the square of the center of mass 

2J-l energy. The cross section thus goes as S • This predicts that the 

total cross sections for reactions where vector exchange occurs will 

increase without bound with increasing beam energy. Absorption as 

used here cannot effect this energy dependence. Since all resonance 

production cross sections decrease with increasing energy, models 

employing ~ector exchange cannot hope to give the correct energy 

dependence of the cross section. 

- -* * ( The reaction K p ~ K ~ (892) N 3/2 1238) is an excellent one to 

test predictions of the absorptive peripheral model since its quali-

tative features appear to result from the domination of the pion 

exchange amplitude. This is not surprising since the pion and K- are 

* strongly coupled to the K and the pion and proton are also strongly 

* coupled to the N. The unmodified Born amplitude for single pion 

* * exchange predicts no joint decay correlations between the K and N , 
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and only the coefficients of COS
2

g
K
* and 1 + 3 cos

2
g

N
* for the 

individual decay distributions non-vanishing. Since the analysis 

of Section XI indicates the existence of joint decay correlations 

* * between the K and N as well as other non-zero coefficients for the 

individual decay, distributions, it is of interest to see if the 

absorptive correction to the one pion exchange peripheral model can 

'account for them. Since all of the coupling constants in the problem 

are known, the absorptive peripheral model with one pion exchange is 

able to make absolute predictions of the differential cross section 

and combined decay angular correlations and no fitting is necessary. 
(72) 

Before discussing the detailed predictions of the pion exchange 

absorptive model for this reaction it is of interest to compare the 

experimental results for the joint decay angular distribution in the 

extreme forward direction with the purely kinematical restrictions 

placed upon them. In the special case of zero production angle there 

are in general only three non-vanishing helicity amplitudes. This 

requires that many of the joint decay angular distribution coeffi-

cients must vanish in the forward direction, and establishes relations 

between some that are not required to vanish . 

• These restrictions are most easily discussed in the spin density 

matrix formalism. The decay angular distribution of a re$onanceis 

determined by the spin density matrix. (59) For associated production 

of two resonanees a joint spin density matrix is defined which deter-

. (60) 
mines the combined decay angular distributions of the two resonances. 

L,"- t ,,/(fa nd 0It'lN",I, d' . h' t * and N*' each c J .}A ec,crlbe t e spln popula ions of ·the K 
""Ntt.l 

in its own rest frame and Jth7fnri; nn! be the joint spin density matrix. 



Then 

The joint decay angular distribution coefficients measured in Section 

XII are related to the spin density matrix elements by: 

c. - _ 12 .£ Kif-
~ - . t<>::' 1.-1-

v30 

9 .,0* 
Cs = _..9- ~ f 

ViO" 3-1. 

c, = I + I (" C.) s Fs '-1.- 'I la. t:J 
S .1-0 0.;33 

Donohue(5 2 ) shows that in general 

vI- * 
L 0 L' ['.f:" D~] '0 - 1Loo.; 33 - #nIdi... ~ O't» .)33 

and in the special case of production in the forward direction (zero 

production angle) 
~ 

f& f( :2.-1. . -13 = 0 
.) ) 
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Kif 

~~O=O) 

thus 1m.. t~e extre.W\'\e. +orwcnJ 

) 
Co l1 :::: 

Furthermore, if the helicity amplitudes all have a common phase 

(as, for example, is assumed in the absorption mOdel) then the 

inequality of the last relation becomes an equality. Since these 

relations' are purely kinematical and do not depend on any dynamical 

model, they can be used as consistency checks on the most forward 

measurements 'of the joint decay angular distribution parameters 

Inspection of Table 20 and Figure 52 shows that the maximum 

likelihood solutions for the joint decay correlation parameters in 

the forward most production angle bins are quite consistent with the 

kinematical restrictions above. 



in the forward dir,ection. Although J C
19

1 is on the average much 

larger thi'm ?ll' in the forward direct;Lon C
19 

is quite consistent 

.' with -G
ll

. From the values and errors on C
l 

and C
4 

in the most 

forward production angle interval one obtains 1/5 +{ ~ (Cl -C4 ) = 

.32 ± .05, which is in very good agreement with the measured value 

of C
7 

in the most forward production angular interval .29 ± .'09. 

In genera 1, C
7 
~ ~ + If (Cl - C4 ) at a 11 mea sured product ion 

"~. 
angles indicating a small value of R ' 

00;33 
even away from the 

forward direction. The inequality limiting the magnitude of ell and 

C
19 

in the, forward direction is impossible to test in this experi

ment since '!the expression under the radical is the difference of large 

quantities each with appreciable error. Thus the uncertainty in 

this upper limit is too large for its central value to have any 
" 

meaning. 

Jackson and Donohue(6l) have calculated the predictions of the 

one pion exchange absorptive peripheral model for the differential 

cross section and joint decay angular distribution parameters at 

2.64 GeV/c. The results are shown as solid curves superimposed upon 

plots of the measured values from this experimeqt in Figures 62 and 

63. Figure 62 displays the differential cross section for the 

- -* * reaction K p ~ K ! (892) N 3/2 (1238) at 2.64 GeV/c with the predic-

tion of the' pion exchange absol1?tive model superimposed. The agree-

mentbetween the predicted and measured values is excellent} espec-

cially since the model predicts both the shape and normalization of 

the solid curve. Thus the model describes well both the total cross 
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;, 
," 

section and production angular distribution.', 

FigUre 63 shows the one pion exchange absorptive peripheral 

model predictions for the joint decay angular correlation parameters 

measured in this experiment, superimposed upon the measured values. 

Qualitatively the agreement is excellent. The model predicts non-

neglig~IDle values for Cl , C4, C6, and Cll' and C
19

' and very 

values for C2' C3 ' and C
5

• It predicts that Cl ' C4' C7' and 

small 

should have positive sign while C6 and C
19 

should have negative 

sign. The predictions are born out iIl the data in the forward direc-

tion. Quantitat'tve,ly the model also does very well in the extreme 

forward direction. The measurements in the most forward angular 

intervals agree well with the predictions for all decay correlation 

parameters measured. The model predicts the production angular 

dependence of C2, C4,} C6 and Cll excellently. The experimentally 

measured values for ctJ C3 ' C
5

' C
7

' and C19 seem to decrease more 

rapidly with increasing pr oductioil angle than the model predicts. 

Some of the assumptions involved in the absorptive peripheral model 

become less valid as production angle increases away from the for-

ward direction" so that the minor disagreements between the model 

'and the experimental, measurements at increasing production angle are 

not surprisiBg. 

Donohue (45), (52) points out that the ability of the absorptive 

peripheral model with pion exchange to describe the experimentally 

observed joint polar cosine, decay correlations in double resonance 

production in the past, (57), (62), (63) may stem' from its ability 
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to describe the indiyidual polar cosine distributions and from the 

fact that Roo . 33 . (which is kinematically constrained to be zero 
., ~ 

in the forward production direction) is slowly varying with produc-

tion angle. Donohue suggests ,that a stringent test of the model 

would be a measurement of the only two j:oint spin density matrix 

elements (Re R10;31 and Re Rl - l ;3_1) which explicitly involve joint 

decay angle correlations, and are not required bF kinematics to 
" , 

vanish at the forward production angle. SUch measurements would test 

the mod~;Ls ability to describe joint decay angular correlations 

independent of :Ltsabilityto describe the individual decay angular 

distributions. 

~e joint spin density matrix element Re Rl - l ;3-1 is measured in 

this experiment throught its contribution to Cll and ~19. At small 

production angles 

24 ~ C19 ~ - Cll ~ - "''1'1 flI1 , 
5v 3 - j3-1 

since Rl _l ;_13 is kinematically required to be zero in the forward 

direction. Inspection of FigQre 63 shows that in the most forward 

production angle interval (1 to.9), the absoprtive peripheral model 

predic'tion for Cll and C
19 

agree very well with the experimental 

measurements. Thus in't;he forward direction the absorptive peripheral 

model with single pion exchange gives an excellent account of the joint 

decay angular correlations as well as the individual decay angular 

distributions for this reaction at this energy. 

B. The Regge Pole Model 

Kaydalov and Karnakov (47) have applied a model of several Regge 
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pbles to resonance production in pion nucleon and kaon nucleon 

reactions at intermediate energies. 

Analytic continuation indicates that the t-channel helicity 

amplitudes for the reactions may be put as a sum over the singu-

larities in the complex angular momentum plane as 

M). _ \( S) t ) :: L B ~ _ \ ( -6) k.: ) ( ~ ).J~ (t) + 0 [ (~ ) "IT ] 
81'11'11.1..\'" ~,. S/\AI ... .-\M Co So 0 

where M~8 .xN)~M is the t-channel amplitude for .As helicity of the 

final state baryon) A~ helicity of the initial state nucleon) and 

Af!/I helicity of' the final state meson. JAJt) is the position of the 

A.,t!! singularity in the complex j- plane and So is the minimum physical 

value of S. 8"«" is a generalized residue function. The sum is to be 

taken over all singularities lying to the right of Re J = 1J . 

In a model accounting only for poles in the J - plane this re-

duces to 

, """ ~ M s )~l-t) M _ (S)-t) = £- ~ (of.) k, (-I;)A (f) (S . 
~6.xJl)~~M At. rAt ).G)..tJ ).M () ) 

where the factorization of the residues of the poles has been taken 

into ad-count. ~(t) is the position of the.lltiJ.Regge pole and 

. F M. L,of.) = - [ 1. + ~At e-.A.rr~ (tJ]/ s i!)"l, Tf o(he ( t) 

is the ·signature facyor) p,At being the signature of the ;;k.~pole. 
At ," J , " 

Jr (t) is the residue function for each vertex. Each Regge pole has 

definite quantum numbers: signature 1?~) parity ~) isospinT) and 

G-parity G. Conservation of G and R require that the residue func-

tions have the following properties: 

',. 
~. 
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where ~" R
B

, ~, and SB are the parity and spin of the final state 

baryon and meson respectively. Using these properties and. assuming 

that the dominant singularities have a definite value for the pro-

Kaydalov and Karnakov derive for the helicity amplitudes 

while if the dominate singularities have a definite value for the 

The possible contributing Regge poles are divided into two 

classifications: poles of type a which have the propertiesf~= 

+ 1 and ( _l)T~ G = + 1, and poles of type b which have fP~== -1 

and ( _l)T £~G == + 1. Poles of type a would be, for example, f , 
'p', f', A

2
,W, and· ip Regge poies ,,]hUe poles of the type b would 

be the nand B poles. 

Using the relations above between the helici ty amplitude's and 

the general relation connecting the final state vector meson's 

spin density matrix to the helicity amplitud.es 
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Kaydalov and Karnakov obtain: 

<A,(Ar) 
where M \ _ \ \ are the contributions to the t-channel helicity 

,,{Ill'< filii ,,"'" 

amplitudes frpm,poles of type a and b reElpectively and N is a 

normalization fa-ctor (L ~~ = 1) which gives -

)to ~~ 
N = .L I M)G~N ~ , a :: [5 - (m11\J /"")~[ S - (m'J,N PU)7.) 01 t. 

,\ Ii)."".,\ ) 
mt N is the mass of the target while jJ. is the mass of the beam part-

icle. These expressions show, that 5'0\) and flO can only come from 

poles of type b while fll and .\-1 can arise from both types of poles. 

Also, these relations imply 

for both pole types. 

Assuming a small contribution from the B pole, the behavior of 

the spin density matri:i elements for the K*- 1 (892) in the reaction 
"2 

*- 0 K p~ K PJ can be deduced soley from the contribution of the rc 

meson Hegge pole even though there is considerable contribution to 

the production amplitudes from other poles. Jroois obtained from 
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where 

and cJ..fJ/ dot is, the experimentally observed differential cross section. 

'E is the energy of the K- in the Lorentz system. The helicity 

amplitude s ,for the 1!°meson Regge pole contribution may be explicitly 

76 

C.Y<E) -:. C.Y(Eo)({o)~(O) o.md A;CE) =-,,\YCEo ) +-~-r'(O)kf().' 
The :rropole trajectory is approximated by a straight line and 

c.!(co ) is obtained by extrpolating M~YZ.lO to the :rromeson pole t = 

2 m :rr-, and using the K-:rrbK~- and p :rrop coupling constants. Kaydalov . ' 

and Karnakov obtain the other parameters of the pion pole by fitting 

the differ~ntial cross section for the reaction K+n -7 K*~ (892) P 
2 

at 2.3 GeV/c (64\ in which they assume only the :rr, A
2

, and f' poles 

contribute. 

Using the relation connecting ~O to the helicity amplitudes and 

the above explicit expressions for the :rro meson Regge pole amplitudes· 

one obtains: 

~o is real if the only dominate pole of type b is the :rro meson. 

~ can then be obtained from the Jl-l 

density matrix elements, which becomes 

f' 

relation connecting the spin 



o _ 0 . ~~: 
.)1-1 J1.1-

~oo 

i- gao 
a 

Thus, knowing the experimentally measured differential cross 

o section and the contribution of the n: meson Regge pole, all of the" 

*- . 
j spin d~nsity matrix elements of the K 1 (892) in this reaction can 

"2 

be explicitly calculated. The parameters entering into the expres: 

sion for the n:omeson contribution to the helici:ty amplitudes have 

been determined from other experiments involving different reactions 

at different energies. 

Figure 64 compares the predictions of this mode~ to the experi

mental measurements for the reaction K-p 4 K*l (892) r at 2.64 GeV/c. 
2 

Figure 64a shows the experimentally measured differential cross 

section. The solid line is just a smooth curve drawn through the 

data points. The dashed curve is the pion Regge pole contribution 

( do- )0 -- as calculated by Kaydalov and Karnakov. Figure 64b' shows 
cAt n: . 

the . ~xperimental data for .?oo and the prediction of the model, which 

is just the ratio of the dashed and solid curves of Figure 64a. 

Figures 64c and 64d display the experimentally measured data points 

for Re JPIO and ~-l' along with the predictions of the model as 

derived from fOl) using the relations above. 

As seen from figure 6141, the correspondence between the data and 

the predictions of the model is excellent, especially since these 

predictions are not fits to this data. The fact that the parameters 

entering into the model were determined with different reactions at 

different energies, and these parameters obviously describe this 

data, argues' strongly for the general validity of the Regge pole model. 
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In order for the model t8 predict the differential cross section, 
·5 

the relative contribut~ons to the helicity amplitudes fro~ the 

various poles of type a must be known. Since there is a large 

number of such poles that may contribute to this reacti,on, a fit 

to the differential cross section would involve too many parameters 

to be practial for this data. However, when additional data at 

different energies becomes available for both K+ p and K-p inter-

actions then these relative contributions can be measured. 

c. The Quark Model 

Bialis, Gula, and Muryn (51) have considered the problem of 

double resonance production in the generalized quark model of high 

energy scattering. They derive the following form for the joint 

decay angular distribution of the two resonances: 

lColf:1 w( eo( cPe( ~ e~ Cl'p) = ~ + A (Q. Xc( 1- X(3) +i, (~-A) Xt:J. X(J 

+! (-s. + A) rte Yo< ~ y~' + B [( 4 + X~) I?e Yo( f. ~ d. ... Xo<) Ia Y~ J 
+ C Jm1 y~ j) 1m Y(3 -l- D tU> t.o< ~ ~(3 +- F cJm1 ~o( J..1fII ~f3 

2 . 2 e:iACf . A~ . where X = 1-3 cos G, Y = sJ..n G ,~= SUl 2G e and the J.ndex 0( 

denotes the vector meson while the index ~ refers to the isobar. 

The five parameters, A, B, C, D, and F depend upon the assumed 

,quark-quark interaction and are different for different reactions. 
/ 

Since this model predicts that the joint decay angular distribution 

can be described by only five independent parameters, it provides 

relations between the 19 joint decay angular distribution parameters. 

Some .of these relations can be tested by this experiment for the 
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rbaction K-p ~ K~~ (8~2) N*3/2 (1238) . 
.,.. 

The above'expression for the joint decay angular distribution 

implies the following relations between the joint decay angular cor-

relation coefficients measured in this experiment: C
l 

= 2 C4 , C2 = 

2 C
5

, C3 = C6 =0, C7 = 1/5 + (1/f5) C4, and Cll = 1/5 - (1/2) C7· 

These relations imply that the individual decay angular distribution 

* * for the K ~ (892) will be twice as pronounced as that for the N 3/2 

(1238), that the QK* QN* joint correlation follo~s directly from the 

individual' angular distributions as well as the cos 2 <f.lK* cos 2 CPN* 

part ~f the CPK* CPN* joint correlatiolf' "Also the joint decay correla- I 

tion coefficients Cl ' C4 ' C7 and Cll all dependfnly upon the single 
{ 

quark interaction parameter A. 

These rather stringent conditions can be tested by inspecting 

Tables 18, 19, and 20 or Figures 45, 51, and 52. The model appears 

to fail rather badly at 2.1 GeV/c where C4 is generally larger than 

Cl • However, at the higher momenta the model seems to give a better 

account of the data, especially in the extreme forward direction 

where it seems to describe the data rather well. Since the relati-

vistic corrections necessary for the description of spin are neglec-

ted in the quark model, it may be that in the' extreme forward direc-
,', 

tion th~se corrections are minimal, allowing the quark model to give 

a good description of the data. 
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Appendix 

-0 - -0 0 -The High Mas s K rr and K rr rr Efihancement1:: 

- -0 - . 
In the general analyses of the reactions K p ,~ P K rr and 

- -00- , 
K P ~ pK rr rr , descri~ed in sections VII and IX, two rather narrow en-

-0 -
hancements with masses at 1280 and 1400 MeV were included in the K rr 

-0 0 -and K rr rr mass spectra of the respective reactions. This section will 

;attempt to motivate that procedure. 

Figure 65a shows the 'K°rrorr- mass squared distribution for all 

-0 0 -
P K rr rr events in the experiment. The arrows indicate where other 

experiments have reported structure in Krrrr mass spectra. (42) The bin 

width of .03 (GeV)2 corresponds to the average resolution over the mass 

squared spectrum and represents a width of approximately 15 MeV in mass 

for the lower mass values and 10 MeV for the higher ones. Phase space 

for 2.1 GeV/c, which accounts for around one fourth of the events, ends 

at 1.8 (GeV)2. 

Figure 65b shows the same data with the predictions 'of the 

maximum likelihood solutions, assuming no Krrrr enhancements, superimposed. 

These solutions were obtained at each momentum. The predictions of these 

, '. -0 0-
solutions for the K rr rt mass spectrum were then added to construct the 

solid curve of Figure 60b. The sharp discontinuity at 1.8 (GeV)2 from 

the 2.1 GeV/c events is evident. The curve systematically overestimates 

the data for lower mass squared values and underestimates it in the 

regions corresponding to mass values around 1280 and 1400 MeV. 

The higher mass region may be more clearly seen in Figure 65c 

where the 'K°rrorr- mass squared distribution is plotted for 2.60 and 2.70 
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GeV/c. Both of these momenta are above threshold for the production of 

* the K 1/2 (1400). Figure 65d shows the same data with the prediction 

of the maximum likelihood solutions superimposed, assuming no Mn reson-

- ances. The curve is normalized to the total number of events inthe plot. 

Clear enhancements are observed in the regions of 1280 and. 1400 

MeV. Each exhibits a full width a half maximum of approximately 50 MeV. 
I 

These enhancements were :i.~corporated into the general analysis of the 

p KOnon- final state described in SectionIX. The ~ss and width of these 

two enhancements were solved for at 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c. combined, and 

these values were used to solve for the amounts at each of the momenta. 

Table 12 gives the solution values for the amounts of these two enhance-

ments at each momenta. Table 13 gives their masses and widths as ob-

tained from the maximum likelihood solutions on 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c 

events. 

Figures 65e and 65f show the data of f:igures 65a and-65c with 

the predictions of' the maximum likelihood solutions including the KOnon-

1280 and 1400 MeV enhancements. Here again the curves are normalized to 
I 

the total number of events. As can be seen, the inclusion of the 1280 

and 1400 MeV enhancements, results in a much better correspondence to 

-0 ° -the K non mass spectra. 

° . Table 12 shows.a large amount (~ 9 /0) of 1280 MeV enhance-

ment at 2.1 GeV/c even though no clear cut bump in the KOnon- mass spectrum 

is observed. Figure 60g shows the KOnon- mass squared distribution for 

2.1 GeV/c, Ylith the prediction of the maximum likelihood solution assum-

ing no 1280 MeV enhancem~nt, and figure 60h the same except including the 

1280 MeV enhancement .. -Clearly the inclusion of the Mn 1280 MeV enhancement 



. , 

in the model gives a better correspondence to the data. 

. * 
structure in the N (1238) decay polar cosine distribution 

-0 0 -
could give rise to structure in .the K n n mass spectrum. This could 

8 -0 0 -
give rise to bumps in the. 12 0 MeV region of the K n n mass at 2.1 

GeV/c and in the 1400 MeV region at 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c. However, 

the maximum likelihood solutions of Section XI , which included these 

*+ 
decay correlations for the N 3/2 

.*-
(1238) associated with the K 1/2(892), 

gave nearly the same fractions for the Krtn enhancements as did the 

* Thus the N 3/2(1238) solutions of Section X which did not include them. 

decay correlations seem not to be responsible for these enhancements. 

;'Figure 66a· shows the 'K°non - mass spectrum for events in the 

'K*0(892) mass region at 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c. The ehhancements at 1280 

and 1400 MeV are clearly observed, and.~ppear.to be strengthened by the 

'K~0(892) mass selection. Figure 66b shows the KOnon- mass distribution 
2 

for events in a mass interval centered around the K*-1/2(892).Here 

again the enhancements at 1280 and 1400 MeV are seen, but are considerably 

-*0 ( ) . less pronounced than for the K 1/2 892 selection. 

pected for the K*1/2(1400) since the branching ratio 

R(T) R.C I<~ ". I<:i ~Cf:)') ITO) 

r! (I<~ ~ 1<~:C.gCJ~) 1T-) 

This is to be ex-

is one ~alf for T =~ and two for T = 3/2. However, the enhancement at 

·1280 MeV is also much more associated with th~ KO* (892) than the 
.l(-_ 0 

K 1/2(892). These simple considerations might suggest that, if the 

1280 MeV enhancement is a resonance, then its isospin is one half • 

However other effects can cause the two mass plots to differ. 
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First, the N*.3/~/ 1238) decay correlations reflect much more in the 

K*-1/2(892) events than the 'K*01/2(892) events since there is four times 

* ,. 
as much N 3/2(1238) asso'Ciated with the K*-1/2(892), than with the 

*.... . -*0 -*0 
K 1/2(892). Also, 

. I 
since there is more K ,1/2(892) than K 1/2(892) 

. * in the fipal state, the reflection due to overlapping K is larger for 

~o ( ) ~ 
the K 1/2 892 events than for the K 1/2 (892) ones. Also, for the 

case of the 1280 MeV enhancement, the ~(750) mass band exactly over-

* . 
laps the two K (89:2) mass bands where they overlap each other.. Thus if 

this enhancement is also associated with f' (750'), this will further 

complicate things. However, there is no significant enhancement in the 
, 

0-. . 
n n mass spectrum in the region of the .f' mass. (65) In addition, 

interference effects can further complicate the problem. - ~ 

" 
In order to allow for possible two particle decay modes, these 

-0 -
enhancements were included in the general anaiysis of the p K n final 

state as KOn - resonances with the same masses and widths of the 'K°non-

effects. Table 7 shows that the solutions found non-negligible amounts 

for both enhancements in the three particle final state. The amount of 

* K 1/2(1400) found in the three particle final state is consistent with 

the world averaged value(29) for its two to three particle decay modes. 

The solutions for the three particle final state show as much 1280 MeV 

enhancement in the KOn - mass spectrum as ; the 1400 MeV one. 

Clear resolution into two distinct peaks is not seen in the 

high mass region of the 'K0~- mass spectrum of the p 'K0n- final state. 

However a broad enhancement is clearly visible there. The association 

of this broad peak as two narrow enhancements is made solely from the 

information of the p KOnon- final state, and is clearly only an assumption. 
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Thus, the KOrrorr- mass spectra in this experiment show two 

statistically- significant enhancements in the KOrrorr- mass at 1280 and 

1400 MeV. * The latter is associated with the well known K 1/2(1400), 

although the width observed here is somewhat narrower than observed 

in other experiments. (66) 

The 'enhancement at 1280 MeV is, not easily associated with 

reported resonance phenomena. It could correspond to the reported 

*', (67) K (1320) enhancement appearing at a somewhat lower mass or perhaps 

the K*(12l:/S_) (c-meson) (68) "t h t h" h 9 appear~ng a a somew a. ~g er mass. 

It might also be a so far undiscovered resonance phenomenum 

or perhaps a "kinematic effect". (69),(70 ) However, it is difficult to 

imagine a possible kinematic mechanism that could produce such a narrow 

bump in the intermediate region of the KOrrorr- mass spectrum. 
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Table 1 

3t - pathlength, ratio of 1(- to K- pathlength and ratio of j(

to K- induced events in the two pronged plus vee topology. 

Momentum - (28) 1(-/K- -I -Uf) 
3t pathlength 1( K 

Gev/c. ev ./mb. total 2 pronged + V 
2.1 173!70 .03':001 .06, 
2.45 159:77 .07~.04 .006 . 

,. 2.58 59~165 .15!: .04 .014 

2.61 1040+260 .15!.04 .014 

2.7 1180+260 .34,:08 .031 

The numbers in this column were calculated using the central values 

of column three, and the ~t>atib dl' cross sections for 1(- P...-..s> 
.2 pronged + V(33),(34) in this ene~gy tange. 



',: 

Table 2 

Optimum short length cutoff parameter Itl" for inner fiducial 

volume boundry, for the three and four particle final states at 

each momentum, and the porrection it produces to the total cross 

section. 

Momentum 

GeV/c. 

2.1 
2.45 
2.58 
2.61 
2.7 

3 particle 

final state 
centimeters 

.3 

.2 

.4 

.7 

.3 

\ 

FractionaJ. 

correction 

.041 

.042 

.042 

.060 

.040 

4 particle 

final st.ate 
centimeters 

.4 

.3 

.2 

.5 

.5 

Fractional 

correction 

.059 

.058 

.060 

.047 

.'062 
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Table 3 

-0 Distribution of ambiguities amoung the K hypothesises for the one 

constrsintevents 

Reaction 

-' "'0-K p-.pK '11" 

- -0 + -
K _P-+ n!01C_1C 
K p~pK 1C + missing mass 
'- -0 + - ' 
K p~K 1'C 1C + missing mass 

Reaction 

, ,. ' 

- -0 -
K _p-,,> ~01C0 _ 
K p'i>pK 'It 1( 

- -0 -K p-c>pK 1C + missing mass 
- -0 + -K p+K 1C'1C + missing mass 

Number of ambiguities 
- -0 0 -with K p-opK 1'C 1'C • 

16 
217 
54 
179 

Number of ambiguities 
- -0 + -with K p~nK 1'C 1'C 

13 
214 

298 
22 

96 

I 
i 
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Table 4 

A. The number of three pronged events found on the original scan, 

the number estimated to be in the sample and -the pathlength, at 

each momentum. 

Momentum Scanned Estimated Pathlength 

GeV/c. three prongs three prongs events /microbarn 

2.1 6966 712~157 6.656+ .022 

2.45 1810 1852!54 2 • 02o.!. • 007 

2.58 3367 34452:86 3.96o.!..013 

2.61 5786 592o.!.130 6.881+.021 -
2.7 

, 
2884 2951::77 3.548+.012 

B. Values of the various 'constants entering into pathlength 

calculation(29) (see text). 

= cL 0') '1 ± . 03 g ) ~. 'i S ± . 0"" .) J. S' 1 :J: . o~ "t 
~." 10 ± .03..,.> .;l. '0 1:. o3S Ge\l/e. 

1.0 .L" J 
C = ~.c:r'7Cf~S )(10 CMt/see.,.) 1K-:(1 . .:l3~L.oo'»Cl0 see.. 

~I<" ~ • '1er 3i:l ±. 000 11 G-e\l . .> 8"r = . OS'f .001 



Table 5 

The total estimated number of two pronged plus vee events and 

those resulting from K- interactions at each momentum. 

-Momentum Total K 
GeV/c. two pronged+V . two pronged+V 

2.1 29603 295l 4:!.:974 

2.45 9034 8980:!.:296.-

2.58 17084 l6845:!.:556 

~.61 30322 '29897:!.:987 
2.7 15868 l5376:!.:507 

.! 



Table 6 

. -' -0 - -' -0 0 -Total cross sections for the reactions K p+pK 1( , K p ... pK 1( 1( 

. - -0 + -and K·· p-t>nK 1( 1( for each momentum as measured in this experiment. 

These values include corrections applied to the observed numbers of 

events for unobserved neutral decay modes of the KG (2.886)~29) 

Momentum - -0 - - -0 0 - - -0 + -K p ... pK 1( K p=ppK 1( 1( K p-+nK 1( 1( 

GeV/c. mill ib arns millibarns mlllibarns 

2.1 1. 96,! .11 .725,!. oli3 .663.::.040 

2.45 1. 74.::.11 1.CY2+.068 .8l(}i·057 -
. 2.58 1.50+.085 - . 

1.11+.066 .932'::~056 
2.61 ' 1.52.::.084 1.14+.065 1.10+.063 

2.7 1.42.::-.079 1.22.:: • 069 1. 05,!. 061 
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Table 'fa 

- .0 - . 
Max1mum likelihood solutions for the reaction. K p-+pK 1t. employing the model· of non-interfering 

resonance pr~uctionand Lorenti invariant plase space~ Decay angular correlations were included for the 

* .. Kl / 2 (892) only. 

Momentum Fraction Fraction Fraction Fraction Fraction Fraction Fraction Fraction 

GeV/c. Y~(l660) ·Yi(1765) N:;2(1238) ~(1520) N~(1688) Kf;2(892) ~(1280) Kt;2(1400) 

2.1 .02~ .• 010 .033':.014 .040+.015 .01l,:.015 . • 043,!.. 013 .638,:. 017 .00+.005 ------
-

2.45 .011.:.013 .0692: • 020 .066+.020 .048+.022 .026,: .015 .597,:.024 •027,:.014 .00+ .006 

2.60 .008+.006 .065,:.011 .061+.010 - .028+.010 • 065.!. 011 .5692:. 011 .014.:.007 .016+.005 

2.7 • 019!:. 011 .073,:.020 •047,:.015 .014+.018 .042':. 017 .588,:.022 .031:.: .013 ;034,:.011 

Momentum K~/2 { 892 ) Decay .Angular Correlations 

GeV/c. C1 C2 C
3 

2.1 -.098!.032 -.3271. 044 -.145.!.040 

~.45 - .145,:.044 -.420.:. 065 -.197;:.059 

2.60 -.1492:. 023 -.478,:.034 -.210+.031 

2.7 - .1792:. 041 -.471,:.063 ..;.1792:. 054 

I-' g 
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Table 7b 

Total cross sections in microbarns for production of the 

- principal resonances in the reaction K-P+Pj{°1(- as inferred from 

the total cross section for the final st~te (table 6) and the 

maximum likelihood solutions {table 7a). 

Resonance 

Y~(1660) 
Y~(1765) 

N;j2(1238) 
N"(1520) 

_ N)t(1688) 

Kt';2(892 ) 
~(1280) 

K{;2(1400) 

-) 

,.-

2.1 

49!:20 
65,!21 
78.t29 
22!29 
B4!25 
1251::80 
0+10 

Beam Momenta; (GeV / c • ) 

2.45 2.60 2.7 

19!,23 12!.9 27'!:.16 
12~5 ~17 114+28 

115::35 92!15 67!21 
84+38 42+05 20+26 -
45,:26 98.t17 60+24 -
1040+80 859,:40 835!55 
47!.24 21+11 44+18 - -
0+10 24+8 48+16 
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Table 8 

Maximum likelihood solution values for the mass and width 

of the Kf;2( 892) and Wf( 1688). The errors are statistical only. 

Momentum Mass Width Mass Width 
GeV/c. " K* GeV. . K* GeVe N"GeV. NIf GeV. 

2.1 .894.:.001 .053':.003 ------ ------
2.45 .892,: .0<Y2 .049+.004 ...... 1.676:!.028 .050.:. .035 

2.60 .892.:. 001 .046+.002 1.671.:.009 •087.:. 021 

2·7 .892.:. 001 .04~.OO3 1.667.:.018 .066+ .028 

. , 
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Table '9 

Maximum likelihood solution values and differential cross section for the reaction K-p~Kl~;(892)P for 

the various production angle intervals at 2.1 GeV/c. 

Interval-

.97-1.0 

.94-.97 

.90-.94 

.86-.90 

.80-.86 

.70-.80 

.50-.70 

.20-.50 

- .20- .20 

-1.0--.2 

Number 

-events 

190 

163 

216 

206 

218 

294 

351 

287 

362 

478 

Fraction 

K:i2(892 ) 

-, dr 
,Ai. [~/-; ( 892 )] 
mb/steradian-

.635:.':.057 .45,!.05 

.870:.051 • 52! 0 05 

.821+.044 .4~.04 -

.81~.045 .46+.04 -

.768+.046 .31+.03 

.862+.040 .28+~02 -

.816+.056 _ - ., ..... ./ ..... .16+.01 

• 621+.052 .06~.007 

.460+.040 .048+.005 -

.300+.030 .022+.002 

* .. K1 / 2 (892) Decay Angular Correlation 

Coefficients 
C1 - C2 C

3 

.26+.12 -.13:!:.14 - .34:!:.13 
• 07:!: .10 - .31.14 -.01+.12 -
.09:!: .-08 -.16+.10 -.13:!:.11 
.08+.08 - .43! .11 -.~.11 

.---~ 

.01+008 -.54:!:.1l -.24+.10 - -
- ;07:!:.06 - .50:.09 -.09.!.09 
- .28+.06 -.55:!:.09 • 03:!:. 07 

- .1b:!: .09 -.45,!015 .0~.12 

- .35,:.07 -.06+.13 .06+.12 -
-.22+.10 -.13+.15 -.34;:.13 -

..... 
a 
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Table 10 

Maximum likelihood solution values and differential cr.,oss sect~on for the reaction K-P"Ki'/2(892 )p for 

the various production angle intervals, 2~45,2.60,and 2.70 GeV/c. , 

Interval Number Fraction ~ [K*" (892)] ~i2 (8g.~n Dec8¥ Angularcon:elation 

Kfi2(892 ) 
alA 1/2 

events mb/steradian Coefficients 

C1 C2 C3 

.99-1.0 141 .80~.057 .53+.06- • 47~.10 -.22+.11 -.22~.13 
... i 

.98-.99 173 .757~.052 .62+.06 .36.:. 09 -.17~o10 - .042)13 -

.97-.98 173 .692~.050 .56:!:.06 .5<>.!:.O9 -.1~.10 -.26+.12 

.96-.9'r 134 • 755:!. .051: .4~.05 .16+010 -.43!.13 - .2<>.!: .13 

.95-.96 '147 . 'r47!.. 055 • 51!.. 06 .16+.11 -.61+.14 -.19::!:.14 -

.94-.95 136 .826+.045 .54~.05 ' .0~.09 -~53~.11 - .25:: 010 

.925-.94 175 • 77B!.. 045 .43+.04 ' , .10+.08 -.3~.11 -.33+.12 

.90-.925 329 • 734!. .033 .46+.03 .00+.07 -.57~.09 -.12+.08 -' - ' -

.88-.90 213 .714~.041 .36!.03 -.11+.08 -.692:.10 - .01.:.09 

.86-.88 185 .795:.. 038 .35:!:..03 - .07.:. 08 -.62+.10 -.17~.09 

I-' 

~ 



Table 10 (cont.) 

Interval Number Fraction t[K~/2(892~ 
events K~i2(.~92) mb/steradian 

.84-.86 203 .795.!:.039 .38,::.03 

.82-.84 160 .686.! .052 .26.:. 03 

.78-.82 249 .721.:!:,.038 .21+.CY2 -

.74-.78 200 .683.:.060 .16.! .CY2 

-.70-.74 183 .711.:.045 .15.:. 01 

.65-.70 201 .6232:,.048 .12+.01 -

.60- .65 167 .67~.062 .11+.01 

.40-.60 444 • 542!.CY29 .058+.004 

.00-.40 663 .402+.028 .032.:. 003 

-1.0- .0 838 .151.:.030 .0065.:. 001 

~i2(892) Decay Angular Correlation 

Coefficients 

C1 C2 C
3 

;-

;. .10+.08 -.52+.10 - .21.:.09 -
- .07.:.10 -.70::..14 - .01::.13 

- .20::..07 -.7~.09 -.17:!:.09 

- ~22+.10 -.52+.15 .07.:.15 -
- -.01.:.09 - - • 47!.. 12 -.15+.11 

- ~-b6+.10 -.47':.13 .07.:.12 

-.19!.10 -.6~.16 .05:.13 

- .32:!:.05 -~4B.:!:.09 -.04+.08 

-.36.!.07- -.63+.11 . 03.:!:. 07 

- .43!.10 - .50+.12 -.17:!:.11 

I-' 
o 
V1 
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Table 11 

Maximum likelihood solutions for theK~~(892) deca;y angular 

correlation coefficients for all production angles. 

Momentum 

GeV/c. 

2.1 

2.45, 2.60, 2.7 

Kr,i2(892) Deca;y Correlation 

Coefficients 

- .101!.030 -\~343~ .044 - .101~ .039 

-.095.:!:.019 -.53~.026 -.122+.024 
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Table 12a 

Maximun likelihood solutions for the reaction K-P .... Pi(°1(°1( - employing the model of non-interfering resonance 

production and Lorent~ invariant p1ase space. 

Momentum Fraction Fraction Fraction <-~ Fraction Fraction Fraction Fraction 

GeV/c. ~ .. y(t+ ~O~O ~H 0-N K 1( itO p1C- ~-p1C ° xtt(1280) K~/;(1400) 

2.1 .397.:':.048 .089.:. 029 .07.3.:':.041 .034.:':.033 • l07!.0 047 • 088,:t:. 023 _____ e. 

2.45 • 440,!.049 .026,::.. 027 .068.: .047 •083!.037 •023,::..044 .010+.027 .024+.024 

2.60 .308!.021 .051.:':. 013 •067!.020 .121:. 019 .131+.023 ".050,!.012 .042+.011--

2.7 '.242+ .032 .039.:.021 .086+.033 .155!.032 .165!.033 •027!.019 .046+.020 

I-' 

~ 



Table 12b 

Total cross sections in microbarns for production of the 

- -00-principal resonance processos in the reaction K p .. pK ~ n as 

inferred from the total cross section for the final state (table 6) 

and the maximum likelihood solutions (table 12&). 

Resonance Process Beam Momentum (GeV I c • ) 

2.1 2.45 2.60 

K~2(892)N~~(1238) 288:t?6 449,!.51 347+34 
. - 29~42 

K~i2(892)~i2(1238) 65:21 27:!:.28 57:!:.15 48+26 

tt+ ( 8) 0-N3/ 2 123 K ~ 53:!:.30 692:.48 75~3 105+40 

K~i2(892) pn 2~24 852:.'8 136:21 1892:.39 

K~i2(892) 
0 

78!34 23:!:.45 147!,24 201+40 ~ 

1<.*(1280) p 64!,17 10+28 56H4 33!,23 -
Kri2 (1400) p 24+24 47:!:.12 56~4 

: 
i' 
i 

\ ; , 
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Table 13 
/ 

The maximum likelihood solution values for the mass and width 

00-of the 1280 and 1400 MeV. enhancements in the K n n mass spectra 

for 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c. combined. Errors are statistical only. 

Enhancement 

Mass 

Width 

KfUt(1280) 

1281,:7 MeV:: 

51:,22 MeV. 

K1tn(1400) 

1411:,7 MeV •. 

43:,13 MeV. 
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Table 14a 

...... - -0 + - ., 
Maximum likelihood solutions for the reactionK p~nK nn emplqying the model of' non-interfering resonance 

production' and Lorentz invariant phase space. 

Momentum Fraction Fraction Fraction Fraction Fraction 

GeV/c. ~ +-o n n K*"" N~+ ~+ .,0 -n. fi Wf- 0 + " K n ** + ·.K nn 

2.1 .083+.016 .151+.044 ~095!.040 .34B:!:.035 .22~.047 

2.45 .127~.029 .211+.055 .00B,!.050 .246.: .047 .217~.060 

2.60 .066+.011 .• 114+.CY25 .066+.CY24 .254~.CY23 .315.!.030 -
2.7 .062+ .CY28 .118+.062 .100::!:. 067 .230!..059 • 289.!..078 

I-' 
I-' o 
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Table 14b 

Total cross sections in microba.rns for production of the principal 
. - -0 + -resonance p~ocesses in the reactionK p~nK ~~. as inferred from 

the total cross sections for the final state (table 6) and the 

maximum likelihood solutions (table 14a). 

Resonance Process Beam Momentum (GeV Ie.) 

2.1 2.45 2.60 

Y~(1520) ~ + ~- 55!.11 103!.23 67':11 

K:i2(892 )N;)g(1238) loo.!.29 171,:45 116+24 

N~(1238) K ~- 63':27 6+41 67,:24 

N~/2(123~) KO,/ 231,:30 199!.)8 25B.!25 
Kl /2(892 ) n~+ 146,:31 176,!49 32O!,36 

( 

2.7 

65!.29 

124::,65 

105,:70 

242+62, -
303::,82 



Ta.ble 15 

. 00-
o +N~ber of K~2(892)N3'2(1258) events in the pK 11: 11: and 

UK 11:11: final states a.t each momentum. 

MOmentum Final Number Fract;i.on 

GeV/c. state events K* WI{. 

2.1 00- 1217 .486+.056 
PKo11:+11:_ - . 

2;I nK 11: 11: 1070 '.151!.044 

2.45 00-pK 11: 11:' 527 . ~46~.056 
2.45 o + - 435 ~211!.055 nK 11: 11: 
2.60 00- , 

pK 11: 11: 2699 i .359!: .025 
2.60 o + -nK 11: 1t 2363 .114+.024 
2.70 00-pK 11: 11: 1017 .281+.038 
2.70 o + -

nK 11: 11: 868 .118+.062 

592!68 
162!47 

24~30 

92!24 
97Oj:68 

270!.57 
28~39 

112!54 

'112 



Table 16 

Total cross section for the reaction K-~K~2(892)N5i2(1238) 
for each beam momentum as measured in this experiment. Corrections 

have been made for unobserved dec~ modes and charge states of the * ... * .. 
K1/ 2 (892) and N3/2(1238). 

.' 
;', 

Momentum 

GeV/c. 

2.1 

2.45 

2.60 

2.70 

Total cross section 

- * *' K p~ Kl/2(892)N3/2(1238) 
Mil1ibarns 

1.192: .15 

1. 71!-.23 

1.41+.12 

1.26+.20 
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Table 17 

The orthoginal functions used to expand the j oint decay angular 

distribution of the K~2(892) N~2(1238) , 

I (e p> = 1 + '! e;. 1.A. ( € p) 
. ' A.aa ',< 

where ~ is a unit vector along the direction of the iCo in the rest 

frame of ,'the K~/2(89'2)' and~ is a uni~ vector in the direction of the 

nucleon in the rest frame of the N3~2(123~). The coordinate system used 

in each rest frame is the "t-channel"coord:i.nate system described in 

the text. 

Z 1 :: J? /.2. (3 e: -1) &.a = 130/,+ ( e~- ei> 
Z3= - J 151:~." e 1 ea Z". : {s'l3. (3 Psa...l) 

Zs = ~3o'lq (-({a_ 1:.:1.) Z ~= ,- J"is7,a' '1t ~ 
Z If :: 5/LJ (3 e~-l)( 3~a..l) 

lo,' :. /150'Y1 (3e;-1) (1ia_~a) 

Z, = -J 7S/I' ( 3 e; -1) 1f4f 
"'Z.10 = J 150' leg (e~- ei) (31.:~1) 

lu = 30~,(e~-e~)(1i~-€) 
Z Lit -:: -l.5'/Lf (e~-e:) p'1{ &13:' -J7s7r'e.fj(3p,~1) 

~ 1." -: -15/~ (~~f;.';f) e, e$ l15 :. IS/do. e. e.s 1?.fi 

~ l' = 15'/~ e~ eS 1i 1j 

t. 11 = -lS/.;l e, e~, -Ii 1; 

"! 1'1 = -15/c2e~e31rfi 

:!1' = 15/~ e,ea ~ 1i 
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Table 18 

Decay angular distribution parameters for the reaction K-p~ 

-* * K1/ 2(892) N3/2(1238) averaged over all production angles at each 

momentum. 

Coefficient' 

C
1 

C 2 

C
3 

C4 
C5 
C6 
C7 
C11 
C
19 

2.1 

.25:.!:.O7 

.37:.!:.09 

-.11+.10 

.3~.07 

.13.:!:.09 

.12+.10 -

.21+.08 -
-.01+.16 -
- .20.!.17 

Beam Momentum (GeV / c • ) 

2.45 2.60 2.70 

.24+~oe • 32:.!:.05 .2~.lO 
, 

.• 31:.!:.11 - .05!.06 .06+.14 

-.28+.12 -.22:.!:.OT -.08+.14 -
.24+.08 . 22:.!:.05 • 19:!:. 10 

-.01+.10 -.15+.06 - .02!. .13 -
-.04+.11 -.02.! .07 -.16+.15 

• 11.!.09 .18;:.05 .23+.10 

.23!.19 ~23.!.11 .25.!.24 

.20+.18 -.41+.12 -.61+.24 -
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Table 19 

Decay angular distribution parameters for the reaction K-p~ 

-* * K1/ 2 (892) N
3

/ 2 (1238) at 2.1 GeV/c.averaged over several production 

cosine intervals. 

Coefficient Production Cosine Interval 

1.0-.7 e7-0.0 0.0--1.0 

C1 .3<>!.13 .21+ .10 .26+.12 

C4 .50.: .14 • 17,:e10 .27':.11 

C7 .22+ e14 .24+.11 .17,:.12 
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Table 20 

Dec.~ angular distribution parameters for the reaction K-p .... 

K~2 ( 892 )Nti2 (1238) for 2.60 and 2.70 GeV / c. averaged oVer several 

production cosine intervals. 

Coefficient 

<\ 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 
C
7 

Cl1 
C19 

Production Cosine Int~rval 

1.0-.96 .96-.9 .9-.8 .8-.6 

• 57:!:. 09 .31:!: .08 .44+.10 .15,:!:.O9 

-.20!.09 .07.:!:..10 -.1:1.+.12 .15:!: .13 

.07:!: .10 .04+.12 • 03:!:. 13 -.26+.14 

.30!.08 .21+ .08 .24~.09 .20!.09 

.01+ .10 -.04+.10 -.10!.13 - • 13:!:. 12 -
-.08+.11 .O5,:!: .12 -.16,:!:.15 -.14:!:.13 

• 29.!.09 .10+.08 .30:!:.D . .04:!:.O9 

1-.26,:!: .13--1 &- .34:!: .17-' 
1- - .16,:!: .13-; 1- -.90:!:.16-1 

.6-0.0 

.11+.12 -
-.02+.16 

-.63+.16 

.26+.12 -
,.- .28,:!: .17 

-.21:!:.17 

.l9.!.12 

.01+.28 

- .12+.28 -
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Table 21 

Differential cross section for the reacti.on K-P~K~2(892)N~2(1238) 
averaged over several" production cosine intervals. 

\ 

Production Total Fract.ion 

cosine weighted Kl4 N* mb/steradian 

interval events 

A. 2.1 GeV/c. 

1. 0-.'7 362.0 .40+.08 .21+.04 -
.7-0.0 435.5 .51:..08 .14+.02 -
0.0-":1.0 420:0 .33~.06 .06+.01 -

. ' B. 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c • 

1.0- .96 346.2 .62~.05 1.22+ .12 -
.96-.9 318.8 .6~.06 .78~>09 

.9-.8 413.5 .44+.06 .41+ .06 

.8-.6 542.0 .4~.06 .27:.. 04 

.6-0.0 1053.0 .19.!:.03 .07:.. 01 
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Figures 



Figure 1 

Sketch of the topology (two pronged plus vee) for the events 

studied in this report, as seen in the bubble chamber. 

~o 



1.2i 

FigLAY"e 1 
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Figure 2 

a) Dihedral angle between the plane, defined by the normal to the 

two pronged plane and the beam direction, and the plane, defined 

by the beam direction and the z-axis in the bubble chamber. 

b) Dihedral angle between the plane, defined by the normal to the 
--0 . 
K decay plane and the beam direction, and the plane defined by 

the beam direction and the z-axis in the bubble chamber. 
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Figure 3 

Length of KJ. 0 
for shorter length K~ events J to illust'rate scan

ning bias against short length KO e~ents. 
1 
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Figure 4 
o 

Measured mean life of K1 for various long length cutoffs on the 

length of the to test for scanning bias against long length 

KI
O events. Short length cutoff used is described in the text. 

The point marked 00 represents the results of the calculation 

for all events in the sample imposing the outer fiducial volume 

as the only long length cutoff. The errors are statistical only. 

a.) Three particle final state events 

b) Four particle final state events 

The solid 

mean ~life 

band represents the world averaged value for the KO 
1 

and error. (29) 
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Figure 5 

Sketch of inner bound:lry of the fiducial volume surrounding each 

event. The parameter "j.!! is loosely termed the short length 

cutoff in this report. 
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Figure 6 

Total corrected number of events as a function of inner fiducial 

volume boundary parameter If J. f! • Arrows point to optimum values 

chosen. Outer fiducial volume boundary used is described in text. 

a) 2.1 GeV/c. 3 particle final state 

b) 2.1 GeV/c. 4 particle final state 

c) 2.45 GeV/c. 3 particle final state 

d) 2.45 GeV/c. 4 particle final state 

e) 2.58 GeV/c. 3 particle final state 

f) 2·58 GeV/c. 4- particle final state 

g) 2.61 GeV/c. 3 particle final state 

h) 2.61 GeV/c. 4 particle final state 

i) 2·70 GeV/c. 3 particle final state 

j) 2·70 GeV/c. 4 particle final state 
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Figure 7 

Decay angle of n+ with respect to line of flight of Kl o, in Kl o 

rest frame. 

a) 4 constraint events 

b) 1 constraint events 
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. Fig0\re 7b 
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Figure e 
Decay angle of n+ with respect to line of flight of ~o in K

l
o 

rest frame for 1 constraint events. 

a) 

b) 

-:-:0 All events VJith highest confidence level for K hypothesis. 

Same, except events VJith confidence level for A hypothesis 

greater than .005 removed. 

c) Same, except events VJith confidence level for A hypothesis 

greater than .001 removed. 

d) Events with confidence level for A.hypothesis greater than 

.001. (difference between Fig. 8a and Fig. 8c). 
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Figure 8d 
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Figure 9 

Missing mass squared plots for one constraint events. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

- --00-
Gaussian ideogram for events which fit best K p ~ pK :rr :rr 

Histogram for same events 

-:::0-
Histogram for events which best fit K P ~pK:rr + missing mass. 

-:::0 + -Gaussian ideogram for events which fit best K p ~ K :rr :rr n 

Histogram "ror same events 

-0 + -Histogram for events which best fit K P ~ K :rr:rr + missing 

mass. 
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Figure 10 

Total cross sections for the reactions 

a) Kp 
. ':':0-' 

--7 pK:rr ' 

b) Kp ':':0 0 -
--7 pK :rr :rr 

c) Kp ':':0 + -
--7 nK :rr :rr 

as a function of incident K beam momentum as measured in this 

experiment. Points plotted include corrections for neutral decay 

':':0 modes of K • 
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Figure 11 

The three two-particle invariant mass plots· at each momentum for 

- -:-:0 -the r~action K p ~p K n • 

a) ':':0 pK ; 2.1 GeV/c 

b) - 2.1 GeV/c pn ; 

c) ':':0-
K n ; 2.1 GeV/c 

d) pIf 2.45 GeV/c 

e) pn 2.45 GeV/c 

f) ~ -K n ; 2.45 GeV/c 

g) p~ 2.60 GeV/c 

h) pn 2.60 GeV/c 

i) 
-:::0-
Kn ; 2.60 GeV/c 

j) 
~ 

2·70 GeV/c pK 

k) pn 2.70 GeV/c 

1) ~ -K n ; 2.70 GeV/c 





Figure 12 

Invariant mass proj e.ctbns "M" for various 

cosine 

a) M 

b) M 

c) M 

d) M 

e) M 

f) M 

g) M· 

h) M 

i) M' 

j ) M 

k) M 

1) M 

m) M 

n) M 

0) M 

p) M 

q) M 

r) M 

"J.l" for the reaction - --0 -
K P -7 pK n: at 

(pr) for J.l (pr; 

(pJf) for fl (pI(' ; 

(pI(' ) for J.l (pr; 

(;r) for J.l (pr; 

(pr) for J.l (p"if; 

--0 -0 
(pK ) for J.l (pK ; 

(p:n: -) for J.l (p:n:-; 

(pn: - ) (p:n: -for J.l , 

(p:n: -) (p:n: -for J.l ; 

(pn:-) (p:n: -for J.l ; 

(p:n:-) (p:n: -for J.l ; 

(p:n: -) (pn: -for J.l ; 

(r:n:-) for J.l (!(O:n: - ; 

(r:n:-) for J.l 
(--0 -K:n: ; 

(r:n: -) for iJ. 
(--0 -K:n: ; 

(Ko:n: -) for iJ. 
(-:=0 -K:n: ; 

Cif:n: -) ~ -for iJ. (K:n: ; 

(Kon:- ) for iJ. ( a -K n: ; 

beam) > 9 

beam) > 8 

beam) > 5 

target) > 9 

target) > . 8 

target) > 5 

beam) > 9 

beam) > . 8 

beam) > . 5 

target) > 

target) > 

target) > 

beam) > 

beam) > 

f , 

beam) > 

target) > 

target) > 

target) >.' 

9 
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5 
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Figure 13 

Invarient mass projections "M" for various cuts in production 

cosine ").l" for the - --0 -reaction K p ~ pK re at 2.45 GeV/c. 

a) M (pIf) for ).l (pIf beam) > 5 

I b) M (pif) for ).l (pia target) > 5 

c) (pre - ) (pre - beam) M for ).l > 5 

d) , (pre -) for (pre - target) M ).l > 5 

e) M (If re -) for ).l (-:::0 -K re ; beam) > 5 

f) M (Kore-) for ).l (-:::0 -K re ; target) > 5 

/J 
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Figure 14 

Invariant mass proj ections If M f! for various cuts in production 

cosine - ~ -"J.l" for the reaction K p ~ pK:n: at 2.60 GeV/c. 

a) M (pIf) for J.l (pIf.; beam) >. 9 

b) M (pIf) for J.l .(pif ; beam) >. 8 

c) M (pIf) for J.l 
. -0 

(pK ; beam) >. 5 

d) M (pIf) for J.l ( ·If· Ii :. target) >. 9 

e) M (pIf) for J.l (pIf; target) >. 8 

f) M (pIf) for J.l (pIf; target) >. 5 

g) M (p:n: -) for J.l (p:n: -; beam) >. 9 
. ! 

h) M (p:n: -) for J.l (p:n: -; beam) > 8 I 

i) M (p:n: -) for J.l (p:n: -; beam) > 5 

j) M (p:n: -) for J.l (p:n:-; target) >. 9 

k) M (p:n: -) for J.l (p:n:-; target) > 8 

1) M (p:n: -) for J.l (p:n: -; target) > 5 

m) M (-=:0 -) K:n: ' for J.l (~ -K:n: ; beam) >. 9 

n) M . {if:n:-) for J.l (~ -K:n: ; beam) >. 8 

0) M (If:n: -) for J.l (~ -K:n: ; beam) >. 5 

p) M (1f:n: -) for J.l (~ -K:n: ; target) > . 9 

gJ M (if:n: -) for J.l (~ -K:n: ; target) > . 8 

r) M (1f:n: -) for J.l (~ -K:n: ; target) >. 5 
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Figure 15 

Invariant mass projections "M II for various cuts in production 

- ~ -cosine Ifj.llf for the reaction K p -7 pK re at 2.70 GeV/c. 

a) M (plf) .for j.l (plf; beam) >. 8 

b) M (plf) for j.l (plf; beam) >. 5 

c) M (plf) for j.l (pK
o

; 

d) M (plf) for j.l (plf; 

target) > . 8 

target) > . :> 

e) M (pre -) for j.l (pre - , beam) >. 8 

f) M (pre-) for,j.l (pre-; beam) >.5 

g) M (pre-) for j.l (pre-; target». 8 

h) M (pre -) for !l (pre - ; target) > . :> 

i) "M (lfre-)for!l (ifre-; beam) >.8 

j )" M (lfre -) for j.l (1(\-; beam) >. 5 

k) M (:ifre) for j.l (lfrr-; target) > . 8 

1) M (lfre-) for j.l (lfre-; target) > 5 

",1 
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Figure 16 

Dalitz plots for the -- -=0 -
reaction K p -7 pK n at each momentum. 

a) -=0 
2.1 GeV/c pn vs pK J 

b) -=0-
K n -=0 

vs pK , 2.1 GeV/c 

c) -=0 - - 2.1 GeV/c Kn vs pn , 

d) -=0 
2.45 GeV/c pn vs pK , 

e) 
-=0-
Kn -=0 

vs pK , 2.45 GeV/c 

f) -=0 - - 2,.45 GeV/c Kn vs pn , 

g) - -=0 
2,.60 GeV/c pn . vs pK , 

h) -=0 -
K n -=0 

vs pK, 2.60 GeV/c 

i) ::0 - - 2.60 GeV/c Kn vs pn , 

j) -=0 
2.70 GeV/c pn vs pK , 

k) -=0 -Kn -=0 
vs pK , 2.70 GeV/c 

1) 
-=0- - 2.70 GeV/c Kn vs pn , 
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Figure 17 

Chew-Low plots for the - ~ -reaction K p -7 pK :rr at each momentum. 

a) ':':0 pK ) 2.1 GeV/c 

b) - 2.1 GeV/c p:rr , 

c) ~ -K:rr , 2.1 GeV/c 

d) ~ pK , 2. )+5 GeV/c 

e) - 2. )+5 GeV/c p:rr , 

f) -:::0-K:rr , 2.45 GeV/c 

g) -:::0 pK , 2.60 GeV/c 

h) - 2.60 GeV/c p:rr , 

i) -:::0-K:rr , 2.60 GeV/c 

j) -:::0 pK , 2.7 GeV/c 

k) - 2.7 GeV/c p:rr ) 

1) 
-0 .. -

2.7 GeV/c K:rr . ;) 

°i: 
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Figure 18 

Invariant mass plots for each momentum with K*- (892) events 

removed (M2 (Jr:rr-) L .64 or M2 (Jr:rr-) > l.0) 

a) M (PKo) 2.1 GeV/c 

b) M (p:rr-) '-,2.1 GeV/c 

c) M (pJr) 2.45 GeV/c 

d) M (p:rr-) 2.45 GeV/c 

e) M (pJr) 2.60 GeV/c 

f) M (p:rr -) 2.60 GeV/c 

g) M (pJr) 2.7 GeV/c 

h) M (p:rr-) 2.7 GeV/c 
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Figure 19 

Histograms of invariant mass "Mil for various production cosine 

"JJ.II cuts at various momenta, - ~ -for the reaction K p -;. pK :rr 

*- (892) events with K removed (M2 0(\-) -4 2 <.6 or M (if:rr -) > 1.0) . 

a) M (pr) JJ. (pr, beam) >. 8' , 2.1 GeV/c 

b) (pr) ~ beam) 2.1 GeV/c M !-L (pK , >. 5; 

c) M (pr) JJ. (pr, target) >. 8' , 2.1 GeV/c 

d) M (pr) JJ. (pr, target) > 5; 2.1 GeV/c 

e) M (p:rr -) !-L (p:rr-, beam) > 8· , 2.1 GeV/c 

f) M (p:rr -) JJ. (p:rr - , beam) >. 5; 2.1 GeV/c 

g) M (p:rr-) JJ. (p:n: -, target) > . 8· , 2.1 GeV/c 

h) M (p:rr -) JJ. (p:n: -, target) >. 5; 2.1 GeV/c 

i) M (pr) JJ. (pr, beam) > . 8' , 2.6 GeV/c 

j ) M (pr) JJ. (pr, beam) > . 5; 2.6 GeV/c 

k) M (pr) JJ. (pr, target) > 8' , 2.6 GeV/c 

1) M (pr) JJ. (pr, target) > 5; 2.6 GeV/ c 

m) M (pte -) JJ. (p:rr - , beam) > . 8; 2.6 GeV/c 

n) M (p:rr -) JJ. (p:rr - , beam) > 5; 2.6 GeV/c 

0) M (p:rr -) !-L (p:rr -, target) > 8; 2.6 GeV/c 

p) M (p:rr~ ) JJ. (p:n:-, target) > . 5; 2.6 GeV/c 

q) M (pr) JJ. (pr, beam) >. 5; 2.7 GeV/c 

r) M (pr) JJ. (pr, target) > 5; 2.7 GeV/c 

s) M (p:n: -) JJ. (p:rr-, beam) > 5; 2.7 GeV/c 

t) M (p:rr -) JJ. (p:n:-, target) > 5; 2·7 GeV/c 
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FigUre 20 

. - ':':0 -Chew-Low plots for the reaction K p ~pK n at each momenta with 

*- ( ) ( 2 (':':0 -) 4 2 (':':0 -) ) the K 890 event s removed M K n <. 6 or M K n > 1. 0 • 

a) pr 2.1 GeV/c 

b) pn ~~.l GeV/c 

c) pr 2.45 GeV/c 

d) pn 2.45 GeV/c 

e) pr 2.60 GeV/c 

f) pn 2.60 GeV/ c 

g) pr 2·7 GeV/c 

h) pn . 2'. 7 GeV/c 
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Figure 21 

Comparisons of the data to the prediction of the maximum likeli-

hood solution for the three invariant mass squared projections 

~ - - ~-and the K 'n: azimuth angle for the reaction K p -7 pK n: for each 

momentum. 

a) prinvariant mass squared, 2.1 GeV/c. 

b) pn: -invariant mass squared) d.. ~ GeV Ie... 

c) KOn:- invariant mass squared> 0l.1 Ge'l/Ie.. 

d) rn: - azimuth angle, 2.1 GeV/c. 

e) pr invariant mass squared, 2.45 GeV/c. 

f) pn: invariant mass squared,) a.LtG GeVlfL. 

g) rn:-invariant mass squared~ ~.45 GeV/e.. 

h) o -K n: azimuth angle, 2.45 GeV/c. 

i) pr invariant mass squared, 2.60 GeV/c. 

j) pn: invariant mass squared,) .2.6,0 GeV/c.. 

k) ~ -Kn: invariant mass squared.) ~. '0 GeV/e.. 

1) ~ -Kn: azimuth angle, 2.60 GeV/ c 

m) prinvariant mass squared, 2·70 GeV/c. 

n) - ,invariant mass squared.) :1..70 GeV/e. pn: 

0) r n:'-1M\>a.rl(~.11'1 t MilQSS S ?,IIQred.) 2.. 70 ~ vlf!.. . 
~ - I 

p) K n: azimuth angle, 2.70 GeV/c 
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Figure 22 

- -=0 -Total cross section for the reaction K p ~ pK n in the beam 

momentulll range. 6'to 5.5 GeV/c as measured by several experiments. 

o Bastien and Berge (Ref. 36) 

~ Wojcicki (Ref. 37) 

o Smith (Ref. 38) 

[] R. Barloutand et al (Ref. 39) 

'V (Ref. 40) 

o This experiment 

~ Schweingruber (Ref. 41) 

~ Alston et a1 (Ref. 44) 
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Figure 23 

- *- *- ~-Total cross section for the reaction K p ~ K p, K ~ K n , 

from threshold to 5.5 GeV/c beam momentum, as measured by several 

experiment s. 

Il Woj cicki (Ref. 37) 

o Smith (Ref. 38) 

[J R. Barloutand et a1 (Ref. 39) 

'\l (Ref. 40) 

o This experiment 

V Schweingruber (Ref. 41) 
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Figure 24 

~ -Production cosine angular distribution for K n particle pair in 

- ~ - ~ -the reaction K p ~pK n for events in the K n mass squared 

2 interval .706 to .884 GeV . 

a) 2.1 GeV/c 

b) 2.45, 2.60 and 2.70 combined 
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Figure 25 

Comparisons of the data to the predictions of the maximum likeli-

*- ( hood solutions for K 892) polar and azim,uthal decay angles in 

the reaction K-p ~ K*~ (892) p. Events plotted have i<?1!- invari-
2" 

2 
ant mass squared in the interval .706 to .884 GeV . 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

* K polar decay angle cosine, 2.1 GeV/c 

* K azimuthal angle, 2.1 GeV/c 

* . K . polar decay angle cosine, upper momenta 

* K azimuthal angle, upper momenta 
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Figure 26 

Comparisons of the data to the predictions of the maximum likeli-

*- ( hood solutions for K 1 892) decay polar cosine "e( II 
"2 

azimuthal angle "rp" in the reaction K-p "'-7 K*i (892) p 
2 

and decay 

at 2.1 GeV/c, 

, *for various intervals in the production cosine "IJ." of the K 1 
2" 

(892 ) • 
" ':':0 -

Events plotted have K rrinvariant mass squared in the 

interval .706 to .884 Ge~. 

", 

" 

'" 
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Figure 27 

Comparisons of the data to the predictions of the maximum likeli

* hood solutions for the K ~ (892) decay polar eosine " 0( II and 
"2 

decay azimuthal angle "cplf in the reaction K-p -) K*i (892) p at 
2 

the upper beam momenta, for the first ten intervals in the pro-

duction cosine /'1-.1." of the 

invarian~ mass squared in 

. ~' 

K*i (892). Events plotted have 
2 

the interval .706 to .884 GeV
2

• 
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Figure 28 

Same as figure 27, except for the second ten K*~ (892) production 
2" 

angle intervals. 
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Figure 29 

Differential cross ~ection as a function of center of mass scat

t~ring angle for the react:non K-p ~ K*-P at 2.1 GeV/c. 
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Figure 30 

Differential cross section as a function of center of mass 

scattering angle for the reaction K-p ~ K*l (892) p at the 
2" 

upper beam momenta. 
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Figure 31 

K*~ (892) decay angular correlation coefficients as a function 
2" 

of center of mass scattering angle for the reaction K-p ~ 

K*~ (892) p at 2.iGev/c. 
2" 
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Figure 32 

K*~ (892) decay angular correlation coefficients as a function 
.,2 . 

of center Of mass scattering angle for the reaction K p -7 

K*~(892) P at the upper beam momenta. 
2 
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Figure 33 
':- - ~ 0 -

Total cross section for the rea.ction K p ~ K rr rr p in the beam 

momentum range 1 to 3.5 GeV/c as measured by several experiments. 

II Woj cicki et al (Ref. 48) 

. 0 Smith (Ref. 38) 

'!(Ref. 40) 

o This experiment 
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Figure 34 

Histograms of invariant mass squared for the ten particle pairs 

and triplets in the reaction K-p ~p~non~ at 2.1 Gev/co The 

solid curves are the predictions of the maximum likelihood solu-

tion. (See text) 
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Figure 35 

Histograms of invariant mass squared for the ten particle pairs 

and triplets in the reaction K-p ~p~non- at 2.45 GeV/c. The 

solid curves are the predictions of the maximum likelihood solu-

tion. (See text). 
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figure 36 

Histograms of invariant mass s~uared for the ten particle pairs 

and triplets in the reaction K-p ~p~~orr- at 2.60 GeV/c. The 

solid curves are the predictions of the maximum likelihood solu-

tion. (See text) 
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Figure 37. 

Histograms of invaria'nt mass squared for the ten' 'particle pairs 

and triplets in the reaction K-p _~p~~o~- at 2.70 GeV/c. The 

solid curves are the predictions of the maximum likelihood solution. 

(See text) 
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Figure 38 

- ~ +-Total cross section for the reaction K p ,-7 nK :rr:rr in the beam 

momentum range 1 to 3.5 GeV/c as measured by several experiments. 

A' Wojcicki et ale (Ref. 48) 

o Smith (Ref. 38) 

" (Ref. 40) 

(1) This experiment 

:'. 
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Figure 39 

Histograms of invariant mass squared for the ten particle pairs • 
and triples in the reaction K-p ~ n~n+n- at 2.1 GeV/c. The 

solid curves are the predictions of the maximum likelihood solu-

tion. (See text) 
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Figure 40 

Histograms of invariant mass squared for the ten particle pairs 

and triples in the reaction K-p ~ n~n+n- at 2.45 GeV/c. The 

solid curves are the predictions of the maximum likelihood solu-, 

tion. (See 'text) 
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Figure 41 

Histograms of invariant mass squared for the ten particle pairs 

- -::0+- I and triples in the reaction K p ~ nK rr rr at 2.60 GeV c. The 

solid curves are the predictions of the maximum likelihood solu-

tions. (See text) 
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Figure 42 

Histograms of invariant mass squared for the ten particle pairs 

and triples in the reaction K-~ n~rr +rr - at 2.70 GeV/c. The 

solid curves are the projections of the maximum likelihood solu-

tion. (See textJ 
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Figure 43 

Total cross section for the reaction K-p ~ N*3/2 (1238) K*1/2 

(892) from 1.8 to 2.7 GeV/c. K-beam momentum. 

o Smith (Ref. 38) 

o Dauber (Ref. 50) 

o This experiment 
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Figure 44 

- *-Production cosine distribution for the reaction K p -7 K 1/2 

*+ 
(892) N 3/2 (1238) at each beam momentum. 

a) 2.1 GeV/c 

b) 2.45 GeV/c 

c) 2.6i GeV/c 

d) 2.70 GeV/c 
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Figure 45 

Decay angular distribution parameters for the reaction K-p ~ 

*- *+ K ~ (892) N 3/2 (1238) averaged over all production angles as 

a function of K-beam momentum. 
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Figure 1.1-6 

Comparisons of th~ maximum likelihood solutions for the R*l (892) 
" "2 

* , ' N 3/2 (1238) joint q,ecay angular ~istributions with proj ections 

of the data at 2.1 Gev/c. 

a) K*~ (892) polar cosine "e3 ". 

b) "N*3/2 (892) polar cosine II P3". 

c) X\ (892) azimuthal angle II cP'·II. 
"2 e 

d) N\/2 (1~~38) azimuthal angle II <Ppll. 

e) (el.+e;)/fZ 
. :J 

f) "(el - e 3)/ J21 

g) ,( ({. + f3 ) I f2 

h)(1{ -''(3)/ JZ 
i): cp + cp e p 

j) CPe - CPp 

k) e
3 for I 'f3J 

1) e 3 for J -f3 J 

m) -f3 for I e31 
n) {J3 for I e31 
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Figure 47 

-* Comparisons of the maxj.mum likelihood solutions for the K 1 (892) 
2" * . i 

N 3/2 (1238) joint decay angular distributions with projections 

of the data at 2.45 GeV/c. 

a) K*l. (892 ) polar cosine II e
3

". 
2 

b) N\ / 2 (1238) polar cosine tl -f3 ". 

c) K*l (892) azimuthal angle "Cfl ". 
2" . e 

) * ( ) . II " d N 3/2 .1238 aZlmuthal angle Cflp . 

e) ( e 1.+ e 3) / .J2l 
f) (e1 -e3 )/f2' 

g) (f" +f3)/f! 
h) (~-1'3 )/f2' 
. i) (Cfl ~ + Cfl

p 

j) Cfle - Cflp 

k) e 3 forlP3/ 

1) e 3 fodP3' 

m) f3 forH9 

n) fJ 3 for le31 
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Figure 48 

* Comparisons of the maximum likelihood solutions for the K ~ (892) 

* N 3/2 (1238) joint decay angular distributions with projections 

of the data at 2.60 GeV/c. 

" * , 
a) K 1. (892) polar cosine II e 3". 

2 . 
.f 

b) N*3/2 (1238) polar cosine "-13 11

• 

c) K* 1 (892) azimuthal angle tlcp ". 
2 e 

d) N*3/2(1238) azimuthal angle "er. ff. 

P 

e) (e l +e3 ) /.J'2 

f) (e 1 - f>3) / R 
g) ( f 1 + -f3) / {2' 

h) (1\ -"13 ) / ~ 
i) CPe t Cpp 

j) CPe - CP. 
P 

k) e.
3 

for \ -f:3A > . 5 

1) e
3 

for "1-f3 1 < . 5 

m) -f'3 for Ie 31 > . 5 

n) "'3 for I e
3

1 < . 5 
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Figure 49 

-* Comparisons of the maximum likelihood solutions for the K 1 (892) 
"2 

* N 3/2 (1238) joint decay angular distributions with proj ections 

'of ~he data at 2.70 GeV/c. 

a) K* l..' (892) pqlar cosine "e3
11

• 
2 i ' 

b) ~\/2 (1238) poJ.ar cosine "~". 

'e) K*1/2 (892 ) azimuthal angle" er/. 

d) N*3/2 (1238) azimuthal angle 

e) (e l +P3)/ {2' 

f)(e 1 - e3 )/ R 
g). (1\ +"fi) / 12' 
h) (1\ -13) I '.f? 
i) ere +CP. p 

j ), er e - erp 

k) '€ 3 for· f>3 

1) e'3 for -f3 
m) ~3 for e

3 

n) "'f3 for e
3 
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Figure 50 

Differential cross section for the reaction K-p ~ K*l (892) 
2 

* N 3/2 (1238). 

a') 2.1 GeV/c 

b) 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c 

'f. 
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Figure 51 

Decay, angular distribution parameters for the reaction K-p ~ 
~. 

" ,", , 

K*~ . (892) N\/2 (1238) for 2.1 GeV/c as a function of production 

cosine. 

;~ , 

:". 
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Figure 52· 

Decay angular distribution parameters for the reaction K p ~ 

-*' * K ~ (892) N 3/2 (1238) for 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c combined as a 

function of production cosine. 
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Figure 53 

-* 
Comparisons of the maximum likelihood solutions for the K 1 (892) 

"2 
* ' N 3/2 (1238) joint decay angular distributions with projections of 

the data for various production cosine (!J.) intervals at 2.1 GeV/c. ' 

., , 

I , 
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Figure 54 

-* Comparisons of the maximum likelihood solutions for the K 1 (892) 
2" 

* N 3/2 (1238) joint azimuthal decay angular d:Lstributions with pro-

j ections of the data for various production ('osine (IJ.) intervals . 

.I; 
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figure 55 

* Comparisons of the maximum likelihood solutions for the K 1 (892) 
2" * . 

N 3/2 (1238) joint decay angular distributions with projections of 

the data at 2.60 and. 70 GeV/ co for K*~ (89,~) production cosine 
. 2" 

1:5:1-l:5:'. 96. 

a) e
3 

b) f3 
c) CPe 

d) CPp 

e) (e 1 +E3) /J2' 
f) (E>1 _e) /R 3 . 
g) (-1\ +f3) /-f21 
h) (1\ -F3) / (2' 

i) e 3 for l'f31 >. 5 

j) "e .3 for rf31 <. 5 

k) 'f3 for -t,e
3

, > . 5 
. ; 

1) f3 for· I e31 < . 5 
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Figure 56 

-* Comparisons of the maximum likelihood solutions for the K 1 (892) 
'2 

* N 3/2 (1238) joint decay angular distributions with projections of 

-* the data at 2.60 and 2.70 Gev/c for K l (892) production cosine. 96 ~ 

f-L ~ • 9· 

a) e 3 

b) -f3 

c) Cj)e 

, d) Cj)e 

e) (€1+e 3)/J2' 

f) ( e 1 - e 3) I.JZ 
g) (f\ +f3) 1{2 

h) (1\ -1'3) I J2' 
i) e 3 for 11'31 > . 5 

j) e 3 for 1-t3 } <.5 

k) f3 for Ie 31 > . 5 

1) f 3 for I e 3 t < . 5 . 

2 
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Figure 57 

-* Comparisons of the maximum likelihood solutions for the K 1 (892) . ~ 

*. . 
N 3/2 (1238) joint decay angular distributions with projections of 

-* the data at 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c for K l (892) production cosine. 9 ~ 
2 

f.L ~ • 8. 

a) e 3 
b) f3 

c) CPe 

d) CPp 

e) (e 1 +e;) /J2 
f) ( €' 1 - e 3) / J2' 
g) (-fl +~,) / f2 
h) . (1'1 ""15) / f21 
i) e 3 for 11'31 > . 5 

j ) e 3 for /-f3 J < . 5 

k) f3 for J e 31 > . 5 

1) 1-'3 for I e 3' <. 5 
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Figure 58 

-* Comparisons of the maximum likelihood solutions for the K l (892 ) 
2 

* N 3/2 (1238) joint decay angular distributions with projections of 

-* the data at 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c for K l (892) production cosine 0 8 < 
2 

~ :s . 6. 

a) e 3 

b) ~3 
" 

c) CPe 

d) CPp 

e) (E\ + €3) /{2' 

f) (e
l 

- e 3 ) /R 
g) (-f1 +~) / f2 
h) ( -fl -fg)/R 

i) e 3 for 11' 31 >. 5 

j) e 3 for If 31 < . 5 

k) ~3' for le 31>·5 

1) f3 for le 3'<·5 
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Figure 59 

Comparisons of the maximum likelihhod solutions for the R*l (892) 
"2 

* N 3/2 (1238) joint decay angular distributions with projections of 

I -* the data at 2.60 and 2.70 GeV c for K .1 (892) production cosine .6 < 
2 

fl ~ O. 

c) ere 

d) erp 

e) (e l + e 3) /R 
f) (e l -e 3)/f2' 
g) (1\ + -'f3) / r:r 
h) (1\ --'f3)·/[2' 

i) e 3 for If31 > . 5 

j) e 3 for l-f31 < . 5 

k) -f3 for Ie 3' >.5 

1) 1'3 for· Ie 31 < • 5 
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Figure 60 

. 2 
Contour map of X in the ( X, y) plane for the fit of Jackson and 

Donohue (45) , (46) to the differential cross section of the reaction 

- *- . 
K P ~ K l (892) p at 2;64 GeV/c., using the absorptive peripheral 

2 

model with pseudoscalar and vector exchange, (See text for definition 

of )( and y). 
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Figure 61 

Comparis0,n of the predictions of the c.bsorptive peripheral model of 

Jackson and Donohue (45), (h6) to the measurements of this experiment, 

for the differential cross section and K*-l (892) spin density matrix 
. 2 

elements in the reaction K-p -7 K*: (892) p B.t 2.1 and 2.64 GeV/ c. The 
2 

values \lsed for the vector exchange coupli.ng constants are ( in the 

notation of DonOhue(45)) (x, y) = (2.5, 1.1). 
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Figure 62 

Comparison of the prediction of the absorptive peripheral model of 

Jackson and Donohue (61) to the measurements of th:!..s experiment for 

- -* * the differential cross section of the reaction K p -7 K t (892 ) N 3/2 

(1238) at 2.64 GeV/c. 
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Figure 63 

Comparison of the predictions of the absorptive peripheral model of 

Jackson and Donohue (61) to the measurements of this experiment for 

the joint decay angular distribution coeffic:i..ents in the reaction 

- -* * K P ~ K ~ (892) N 3/2 (1238) at 2.64 GeV/c. 
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. Figure 64 .'. 

Comparison of the predictions of the Regge pole model of Kaydalov 

and Karnakov (47) to the measurements of this experiment for the 

- *-K 1 (892) spin density matrix elements in the reaction K p --7 K 1.. (892) F 
~ 2 . 

at 2.64 GeV/c. 

a) d(f/otn.. 
b) .5'00 
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d) P 
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Figure 65 
~ 0-

Histograms of K n n invariant mass squared. 

a) All momenta 

b) All momenta, maximum likelihood solution superimposed assuming 

no Knn resonance structure. 

c) '2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c combined. 

d) 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c combined, maximum likelihood solution 

superimpos ed assuming no Knn resonance :3tructure. 

c) All momenta, maximum likelihood solution assuming 1280 and 1400 

MeV enhancements, superimposed. 

f) 2.60 and 2.70 GeV/c, maximum likelihood solution assuming 1280 

and 1400 MeV enhancements, superimposed. 



I 
./ 

Figure 65 (continued)' 

g) 2.1 GeV/c, maximum likelihood solution assuming no 1280 MeV 

enhancement, superimposed. 

h) 2.1 GeV/c, maximum li.kelihood solution ',dth 1280 MeV enhancement 

superimposed. 
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a) invariant mass 
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Figure 66 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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